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Abstract
New stadiums are often built on locations where the surrounding existing infrastructures
cannot handle the large amounts of visitors. The possibilities of using Agent-based
models for simulating traffic flows around (possible) stadium locations were explored and
evaluated, in order to assist in future decision making processes. With the use of
NetLogo, a simulation model was developed in which the mean speeds of cars, and
average travel times of cars and pedestrians were measured. These measurements
were done in order to detect possible traffic congestion and delays. It was also
researched how cars and pedestrians would influence each other. Tests were executed
and discussed. It was finally concluded that the proposed methods had been
successfully implemented, but that more elaborate research is needed in order to find
out about the true usability of Agent-based models in location decision for new stadiums.
Key words: Stadiums; Agent-based models; traffic congestion; NetLogo
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1 Introduction
1.1 Context and background
Ever since ancient Greek and Roman civilizations, stadiums where athletic competition
is celebrated can be found all over the world (Poliakoff, 1993, p. 70). As all of the
Romans wanted “bread and circuses”, their Arenas were filled with spectators from all
parts of the empire and from all classes of society; A division which still can be found
back in the modern stadium of today.
These days, many stadium visitors come from the rest of the city or region in which the
stadium is located (Thornley, 2002, p. 816). The exact place where a new stadium is
going to be built within a city, is therefore very important; It should be built on a site
where it can be easily reached by all of its visitors.

It would make sense to build new stadiums near existing extensive transportation
networks which can „handle‟ the amounts of visitors. People have become more mobile
then ever, and the availability of transportation networks grows by the day. Many of
those transportations networks are busy during rush hours, but less utilized in the more
„quiet‟ hours. Stadiums are mostly being used for events which take place in those „quiet‟
hours.

However, there are many stakes involved in the decision making process of a stadium. A
new stadium can influence the economic and social fabric of its physical environment,
which is of importance for both public and private parties, and

inhabitants of the

neighborhood (Thornley, 2002, p.813).
Because of these different interests, stadiums are often built on locations which are (in
terms of surrounding infrastructures) probably not always the best option. In practice,
this often leads to congestion problems and bottlenecks around the time of an event.

It can thus be stated that the surrounding infrastructure of a stadium is for policy makers
not the only important factor to pay attention to when deciding for a new stadium
location. It is therefore important that these policymakers are provided with useful and
right information concerning the surrounding infrastructure of a stadium, before the
10

location is decided. It can be assumed that a clear analysis (ahead of building) on the
functioning of the surrounding transportation network, can influence and help the
decision makers‟ on where to locate the new stadium.

1.2 Problem definition
Sports stadiums attract many visitors, who collectively use the available infrastructures
around the stadium a short period before a game starts, and after a game ends
(Chunquan, 2008). Because visitors all move into the same direction, one-directional
traffic flows emerge which are chronically condensed (Chunquan, 2008).
Closely around a stadium three means of transport can be distinguished with which
spectators come. There are public transport vehicles, family vehicles and a large number
of walking spectators. This leads to complicated pedestrian- and vehicle-traffic
interactions (Godara et al., 2007).
The one-directional traffic flows, in combination with the pedestrian- and vehicle-traffic
interactions, very often lead to temporarily congested bottlenecks.

Especially the interaction of large amounts of different transport means with each other
can have unexpected effects. It is therefore useful to analyze traffic behavior around a
(possible) stadium location beforehand. This analyzing can be beneficial for several
reasons:
-

To help make planning decisions by assessing risks, costs and benefits
of a new traffic proposal;

-

To uncover “black spots” (Dangerous or particularly congested areas)
and propose solutions;

-

Detection of bottlenecks;

-

The analysis of interactions of different kinds of traffic;

-

To provide traffic predictions.

Analyzing traffic behavior beforehand can be done by creating a simulation model. A
simulation model can give insight in how traffic (in a certain area) would behave if the
stadium would be built (at a central location) within that area. Different scenario‟s could
be created, in which the expected amounts of spectators would enter the model, and find
their own way towards the stadium.
11

An important requisite for the model is that it gives the opportunity to simulate spectators
in their behavior, in a way that it comes as close as possible to reality. The use of a
model which uses objects for representing different means of transportation (vehicles
and pedestrians), would be most appropriate.
The decisions that spectators make (which route they choose, with which speed) are of
major importance for the functioning of the model. This makes that human decision
making and actions are critical components of the simulation. The objects should
therefore be heterogeneous, so that each object can have its individual behavior. On the
other hand, learning and adaptation (following crowds) should also be possible.
Another important aspect is the interaction among objects of different transportation
means. I.e.:

If the model contains both pedestrians and vehicles, than these 2

transportation means will move within the same space, and be influenced by each other.
The way that pedestrians and vehicles influence each other (at crossings) in the model,
has to be compared to reality.

Agent-based models (ABM), which are generally seen as appropriate in situations within
the transportation domain, meet the requirements stated above.
The reason for this is because agent-based models have the ability to simulate natural
behavior of traffic in an environment, especially when the interactions of objects (in this
case: vehicles and pedestrians) are complex, nonlinear or discontinuous (Abbas et al.,
2007). Based on its characteristics, it is decided that the Agent-based model will be used
as the simulation software for this research.

1.3 General objective and Research questions
1.3.1 General objective
The purpose of this research is to find out whether Agent-based models can be used for
simulating traffic flows (towards a possible stadium location) in a way that bottlenecks
and hold-ups for (and between) different transport means can successfully be detected.
The following general objective is set to comprehend this general purpose:
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To explore and evaluate the use of Agent-based models for simulating traffic flows
around (possible) stadium locations.

1.3.2 Research questions
The general objective can be split up in two different parts (A and B).
A. Development of an Agent-based model for simulating traffic flows of visitors of
a possible stadium location
It is important that the behavior of the objects in the model, represent the behavior of
those objects in the real world. Objects in the model therefore have to take over as many
as the characteristics which objects in the real world also have. The way that those
characteristics (of the objects) best can be modeled, depends on the modeling software
that will be used for this research.
The challenge is to find ways to let the objects in the model take over the most important
characteristics of objects in the real world, by using the „tools‟ and specific properties of
the Agent-based model which is used. Accordingly the first 2 sub questions arise:

1. How can movements of different objects (pedestrians and cars) be modeled?
The first research question will be answered in the methodology chapter, where different
theories (out of the literature review chapter) are discussed, and customized to be used
for this research.

2. How can the different moving objects be implemented within an ABM and which
architecture is suitable for this?
The second research question will be answered in the implementation chapter, where it
will be presented how the model its properties are used as a tool to let the model
function according to the way as it was proposed in the methodology chapter.
B. Evaluation of the behavior of the model
The eventual model (as it will be designed in the first part), will be tested for its
usefulness in this second part of the research. It has to be tested to which extend the
functioning of the model is presentable for real traffic flows.
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There will again be two sub-questions in order to find out about the usability of the model
within spatial planning.

3. What are the limits of the model use, according to the outcomes of a sensitivity
analysis?
The outcomes of a sensitivity analysis will be presented in the results chapter. It is
important to investigate the functioning of those elements in the model, which are
relevant for answering to the general objective. It is therefore decided that the following
elements (from now on to be called: test variables) will be researched in the sensitivity
analysis:
-

The mean speeds of cars under different circumstances;

-

The average travel times of cars under different circumstances;

-

The average travel times of pedestrians under different circumstances.

By investigating the above mentioned test variables, both the traffic flows of pedestrians
and cars separately, as the interaction between those 2 transport types, can be
researched.
It will be researched how different (set) parameters in the model are of influence on the
outcomes of those test variables. Examples of changing parameter settings are:
Different speeds of cars, or a changing green length of traffic lights.
When comparing those different results, deviations in the model can be detected (i.e.:
when average travel times of cars suddenly would change a lot by just a (relatively)
small speed change).
A more elaborate explanation of what the test variables and parameters behold, will be
given in the results chapter.

4. How plausible is it to use the model as a help?
Accordingly it can be decided to which extend the changes in the outcomes of the test
variables could have been expected. Unexpected changes in outcomes can be an
indication of a limitation within the model, and will therefore be discussed in the
discussion chapter.
Subsequently, the plausibility for using the model as a help will be discussed in the
conclusions and recommendations chapter. The (academic) value of the research will be
discussed, and it will be decided to which extend simulation models can actually be used
14

as a help for the location choice of stadiums in practice. Recommendations for future
researches into this direction will also be given in this chapter.

To give a better overview of how the different objectives are related to each other, a
scheme is created in which the relation among the objectives (for the research
questions) is presented.

1.3.3 Structure of the thesis
Chapter two of the thesis report reviews the available literature in line with the research
topic. Chapter three describes the methodology and chapter four the implementation of
the methods. The results will be presented in chapter 5, and discussed in chapter 6.
Chapter 7 will give conclusions and recommendations.
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2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter it will be explained how Agent-based models function. The specific Agentbased model which will be used for this research will be mentioned, and finally some
relevant researches (where Agent-based models were used for simulating traffic flows)
will be discussed.

2.2 Agent-based models
“The agent-based model has a great deal of flexibility as the behavior of each element in
the system can be modeled independently, and complex interactions can be captured”
(Maes, 1995)

Agent-based models lie within the field of geosimulation, which wants to make it possible
to explore ideas on spatially-related phenomena. Modern GIS and remote sensing
databases serve as the information sources for geosimulation (Benenson et al., 2004,
p.2), which makes it possible to use maps of real spatial environments for the
simulations.

Agent-based models (also called multi-agent systems) are computational models for
simulating the actions and interactions of autonomous agents (both individual or
collective entities such as organizations or groups) with a view to assessing their effects
on the system as a whole (O‟Sullivan et al., 2000). They simulate the simultaneous
operations and interactions of multiple agents, in an attempt to re-create and predict the
appearance of complex phenomena (O‟Sullivan et al., 2000).

Major characteristics of Agent-based models can be identified as follows:
- Each agent has just incomplete information and is restricted in its capabilities;
- System control is distributed;
- Data is decentralized; and
- Computation is asynchronous (Weiss, 1999).
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An overview of some attributes of Agent-based models, together with their potential
range, is given in table 1 below:
Table 1: Overview of attributes of ABM, together with their potential range
attribute
number
uniformity
goals
agents
architecture
abilities (sensors,
effectors, cognition)
frequency
persistence
level
interaction
pattern (flow of data
and control)
variability
purpose
predictability
accessibility and
knowability
environment
dynamics
diversity
availability of resources
Source: Weiss (1999)

range
from two upward
homogeneous … heterogeneous
contradicting … complementary
reactive … deliberative
simple … advanced
low … high
short-term … long-term
signal-passing … knowledge-intensive
decentralized … hierarchical
fixed … changeable
competitive … cooperative
forseeable … unforseeable
unlimited … limited
fixed … variable
poor … rich
restricted … ample

Agent-based models consist of agents and environments which interact with each other,
(as can be seen in table 1). These agents, the environment, and the interaction between
those 2 will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.1 Agents
“An agent is a system („automata‟) situated within and a part of an environment; that
senses that environment and acts on it, over time; in pursuit of its own agenda, and so
as to affect what it senses in the future” (benenson et al., 2004, p. 154).

Agents have the ability to pursue their own goals, and execute their tasks in such a way
that they optimize some given performance measures. They do this by operating flexibly
and rationally in a variety of environmental circumstances (Weiss, 1999). Agents can be
viewed at as if they perceive their environment through sensors, and that they act upon
their environment through effectors. Interaction with the environment can happen in two
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ways: Agents can be influenced by their environment, and on the other hand can they
carry out actions that modify their surrounding environmental state.
The way that the state of an individual agent changes, is represented in the figure (1)
below:

Fig. 1: Changing agents through the environment ; Source: Weiss (1999)

An agent can thus be seen as a processing mechanism with characteristics that change
over time, based on its internal characteristics, rules, and external input (from the
environment).

2.2.2 Environments
The decisions which an agent makes are influenced by its surrounding environment, and
vice versa. The environment can therefore be seen as the agents‟ architecture of the
model. Three important characteristics of these environments can be mentioned:

Agent-based environments provide an infrastructure specifying communication and
interaction protocols. Interaction of agents can take place both indirectly through the
environment in which they are embedded, but also directly through a shared language
(Weiss, 1999). Agents can, through their environment, thus „leave messages‟ for other
agents, but also communicate on distance.
18

Agent-based environments are typically open and have no centralized designer.
This „decentralization‟ is often also referred to as disaggregate modeling: The behavior
of an individual agent is governed by the state of the agent itself (without the controlling
influence of a centralized executive) (Zhang et al., 2004).
This means that the environment can be interpreted differently by each agent which
behaves in it.

Agent-based environments contain agents that are autonomous and distributed, and
may be self-interested or cooperative (Weiss, 1999).
Cooperative agents work together and try to achieve a common goal. Self-interested
agents however, work against each other and their goals are conflicting (Weiss, 1999).

The environment of an Agent-based model can have different properties, which
influence the functioning of the agents in it. The most important properties will be
discussed below:

Accessible vs. inaccessible
In an accessible environment, agents can obtain complete, accurate, up-to-date
information about the environment‟s state. Complex environments (everyday physical
world and the internet) are inaccessible.
Deterministic vs. non-deterministic
In most domains of „reasonable complexity‟, an agent will not have complete control over
its environment. It will at best have partial control, in that it can influence it. From the
view of the agent, this means that when the same action is performed twice in
apparently identical circumstances, different effects might appear, (and in particular it
might fail to have the desired effect). This makes most environments non-deterministic.
When an environment is deterministic, any action has a single guaranteed effect (there
is no uncertainty about the state that will result from performing an action).
Static vs. dynamic
A static environment remains unchanged except by the performance of actions by the
agent. A dynamic environment has other processes operating on it, and changes in
ways beyond the agent‟s control. The physical world is a highly dynamic environment.
19

Discrete vs. continuous
A discrete environment has a fixed, finite number of actions and percepts in it.

It depends on the (type of) model how the environment properties are set. It is wise to
choose a simulation software that meets the requirements which are set by the user.

2.2.3 NetLogo
NetLogo is the name of the Agent-based program which will be used for this research. It
is known to have a “low threshold and no ceiling”, which means that it enables easy
entry by novices, but that it at the same time meets the needs of high powered users.
With NetLogo it is possible to explore the connection between the micro-level behavior
of individuals and the macro-level patterns that emerge from the interaction of many
individuals. This makes the NetLogo software very relevant for this research.

The NetLogo environment consists of a grid of cells, (which in NetLogo are called
„patches‟). These cells (or patches) can be seen as the environment of the model.
The environment in NetLogo is accessible, non-deterministic, dynamic, and continuous.
Cells are „unique‟ in the way that they can all have their own specific characteristics,
(with which they can consult/ inform agents).
Agents (in NetLogo are these called „turtles‟) move around through the environment
(over the cells).
Time is in NetLogo represented in „ticks‟, and each tick agents can move around (over
the cell grid), and provide/ consult information from the cells which they visit.
A new tick always comes after all elements (agents and the cells) in the model have run
through their loops.
An action of one group of agents always has to finish first, before another action (of the
same or another group of agents) can start. For example: When car-agents are moving
forward their speed, they will first finish their movement (their loop). Traffic lights will not
change their colors, until the car-agents have moved forward all of the cells that they
were planning to move forward.
At the start of a new tick, the whole procedure (of running these steps) starts all over
again.
20

2.3 Previous research
In recent years, the request for tools to help in design and assessment of traffic systems
has been increasing (Fotherby, 2002). These tools are predominantly used for improving
traffic conditions.
In the upcoming section, previous (relevant) researches in car-simulation, pedestriansimulation, and the interaction between those 2 transport-means, will be evaluated.

2.3.1 Cars
“Around existing stadiums, simulations are made to locate bottlenecks in the already
existing infrastructures” (Banerjee et al., 2008).

The development of vehicle traffic simulation models is quite common in cities that
organize big events (like the Olympics) (Chunquan et al. (2008)). Models that were
created for the Olympics in Beijing (2008), were used to test and optimize efficiencies of
the Olympic exclusive lanes, assist in making traffic operation plans for the Olympic
venues and managing traffic circulations for different Olympic family member groups
(Chunquan et al., 2008). The study provided basic knowledge such as travel times and
delays at bottlenecks. After bottlenecks had detected, intelligent agents made
autonomous decisions by avoiding congested roads on their „normal‟ paths. The actual
traffic operations during the Games proved that the proposed optimal traffic operation
plan and recommendations were applicable and effective.

The following actions were taken in order to get to the results:
- Volume/Capacity (V/C) ratios of roadways surrounding the venue areas reflected levels
of utilization and congestion of the roadways. For roadways with high V/C values, traffic
could be diverted to other roadways.
- Mean speeds were measured. A reduction of the mean speed on a roadway would
mean a growing congestion.
- Efficiencies of traffic operation plans were tested by measuring average travel times of
vehicles.

2.3.2 Pedestrians
21

In this section different researches on crowd simulation will be discussed.

Shortest path
Models which are designed to predict crowding (pedestrians) at events as carnivals, rock
concerts and football matches are in their infancy, and for a long time, the best had only
simulated panic situations and evacuation possibilities within buildings and similarly
confined spaces (Batty et al, 2002).
However, movements around stadiums by football games are spread over a much wider
area, and crowds form as much through competition by traffic lights, as through
confinement in small spaces.
For these kinds of event scenario‟s, Batty (et al., 2002) proposed a model in which the
event space was first explored by agents using „swarm intelligence‟. This swarm
intelligence mirrors insects in the animal world that search for food by foraging away
from their nests. In the simulation model of Batty, this technique made it possible to let
walkers find their shortest path. In essence, agents move randomly away from the
destinations in search of origins. When they discover an origin, they head back to their
destinations, meanwhile dropping „pheromone‟ on their trail. This way, other agents can
start following the pheromone on their travel, and when they head back they also drop
pheromone, and therefore reinforce the shortest routes.
When the shortest route is computed, the model can start running, and agents can start
moving from their origins to their destinations.
The second part of Betty‟s model has its emphasis on congestion/ safety issues. If too
many agents would decide to start following the same route, crowds would emerge
which could lead to dangerous situations. If an area would get too crowded, Batty would
place „barriers‟ (take away pheromone) which agents could not pass. They would
therefore have to reroute themselves around those crowded „bottlenecks‟.

Emotional states
“In current day practice, modeling techniques are being used to simulate panicking
crowds in public spaces, in order to find the best escape routes” (Murakami et al., 2003).

Wang (2005) stated that crowd behavior is complex, and difficult to describe and predict.
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In modeling however, human crowd behavior can be divided into two different contexts:
A behavior, and a behavioral context (Hu, 2006). A person can have different behaviors,
for example “go forward towards the goal”, and “move sideways to avoid a collision”.
This behavior context is always influenced by its psycho-social status, the behavioral
context level: In an “emergency/ panic” situation, the agent is more likely to go “forward
toward towards the goal” instead of “move sideways to avoid a collision”. In order to
simulate human crowds in a realistic way, it should be possible to both simulate on the
behavior, as on the behavioral context level (Hu, 2006).

2.3.3 Interaction between cars and pedestrians
Godara et al. (2007) realized that the combined effect and interactions of pedestrians
and vehicles in urban networks rarely had been modeled before. They therefore
attempted to develop a (simple) virtual urban environment which considered both
vehicular and pedestrian traffic, and the interactions that would arise from that behavior.
Within this microscopic model various effects were incorporated, ranging from accident
risk of pedestrians to the generation of traffic jams. Godara et al. (2007) proved that it
was possible to model the interactions of pedestrians and vehicles together. However,
their model was rather simple, and besides the purpose of proving that what they wanted
was possible, their model did not fulfill any purpose.
The interaction between pedestrians and cars was based on their „vision‟. If the vision of
pedestrians was set high, they would be able to „see cars coming‟ from further away
than when the vision was set low. This would make pedestrians not cross on mid-blocks,
but would let them stay on pavements instead until they would find a crossing (Godara et
al., 2007).
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3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This research will have an explorative character, since it has never been tried before to
simulate traffic flows around possible stadium locations in such a comprehensive way.
Related previous researches have in common that they only focused on one aspect,
either cars, pedestrians, or the interaction between those 2 (as can be seen in the
previous chapter). By simulating the behavior of cars, pedestrians, and the interaction
between those 2 in one model, will this research explore something new. The model that
will be made for this research will represent a fictive area, and can be a starting point for
further developments into this direction of research. The focus will thus be laid upon the
functioning of the different elements in the model, instead of the outcome.

First, a global perception of the model will be given of how the model will more or less
look like, followed by an explanation of the different „building blocks‟ where the model will
be built upon. Those building blocks are: Car- and pedestrian-agents, obstacles, and
transferring zones. For all „building blocks‟, first the expected behavior in the real world
will be given, followed by the methods given to the environment (cells), and agents.
The discussed theories in the literature review section will be used and reviewed for
deciding the methods for this research.

3.2 The model
The present agents in the model will be cars (which present vehicles in general) and
pedestrians (from now on, cars in the model will be called “car-agents”, and pedestrians
“pedestrian-agents”).
Car-agents will move on roads, and pedestrian-agents in walkway areas. Car-agents
park in parking-lots which function as „transferring zones‟. When a car-agent has parked,
pedestrian-agents will sprout and continue on the walkways towards the stadium (which
is located in the center of the model).
On their way towards the stadium, pedestrian-agents will conquer crossings where they
might have to wait for car-agents who pass by on the roads. Traffic-lights decide when
car-agents have to stop and pedestrian-agents can move and vice versa.
24

The eventual goal of pedestrian-agents is entering the stadium.

3.3 Car-agents
The road network is the space in which car-agents can move around. The way in which
car-agents will use this road network will be explained in the following section.

3.3.1 Real world
Cars have navigation systems (or follow traffic signs), which can lead them to the
nearest parking lots. When a parking lot is full, cars drive towards the next (closest)
parking lot. Often there are also (electric) traffic signs on roads towards a parking lot,
which display the capacity state of upcoming parking lots. This way, cars can make
decisions in advance about which parking lot to choose.

3.3.2 Environment
Speed
Cells which represent roads are given speed limits (which can manually be set).
Different settings (in speed limits) for different road segments are possible.

Route decision
Lines of neighboring cells in the environment form „routes‟ which car-agents can follow,
all leading to different parking lots.

Volume/Capacity (V/C) ratios of certain (expectedly crowded) road segments, will be
measured (like Chunquan et al., 2008 did), and cells on prior intersections to such road
segments will be informed about these V/C ratios. This way, these cells can provide
passing car-agents of those intersections with information regarding upcoming traffic
congestion, after which car-agents can decide for themselves into which direction they
want to proceed (see „agents‟ below).

3.3.3 Agents
Speed
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Car-agents show disaggregate behavior in that they can change their speeds,
depending on the situation. Acceleration- and deceleration times, and the maximumspeed limit are variables which can manually be set. A car-agent will always try to drive
up to its maximum (manually set) speed, but will slow down and eventually stop for
obstacles in its way.

Route decision
Car-agents that enter the model will initially follow the route towards their nearest
parking lot. At intersections, car-agents will be given the opportunity to change their
routes (see „environment‟ above). When a car-agent decides to change its directions, it
will start following another route.
When car-agents arrive at intersections, they will be provided with information
concerning V/C ratios of the upcoming road, after which they can make their decisions
concerning the direction in which to proceed.
If such a V/C ratio is above a (manually by the user) set minimum value, then car-agents
will be informed about this, and they will decide for themselves (individually) if they want
to reroute or not. (By changing this minimum V/C ratio, it is possible to influence carsagents‟ decisions on their rerouting behavior).
Car-agents will be programmed in a way that the higher the V/C ratio, the bigger the
chance is that they will decide to reroute for another parking lot.

3.2 Pedestrian-agents
The walkway area is the space in which pedestrian-agents can move around. The way in
which pedestrian-agents will use this walkway area will be explained in the following
section.

3.2.1 Real world
Crowd behavior is difficult to describe and predict, as Wang (2005) stated. However, it
can be assumed that crowds of people (heading towards the same destination) move in
groups (and as a unity) towards this destination.
Crowds of walking people are also, in a way, influenced by direction signs and traffic
controllers who lead these people into certain directions.
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3.2.2 Environment
Route decision
Modeling crowds (spectators of the stadium) is in this research done slightly different
from the way that Batty et al. (2002) did it. In this model, cells are (manually) given „celldirections‟ by which they inform the pedestrian-agents that visit them. Therefore, the
cells can be seen as the „pheromones‟ of this model, with the only difference that
pedestrian-agents have not initially set their own paths. The reason why this was not
done is because it can be expected that stadium visitors (by following each other, and
following traffic signs) know their (shortest) way to the stadium. The cell-directions are
set in a way that if a pedestrian-agent would not face any obstacles, it would always take
the fastest route towards the stadium.

The different cell-directions that are given to the cells (in sidewalk areas) are: NorthWest, West-North, South-East, North-East, and West-South.
If a cell is given the cell-direction North-West, it will ask pedestrian-agents to move
Northwards. If that is not possible it will ask the pedestrian-agent if it is possible to move
to the West, and if that is also impossible it will ask the pedestrian-agent to go to the
East.
This way, cells influence the priority of pedestrian-agents, by telling them to go North
first, and otherwise to the West, or East. The reason why (with a cell-direction of NorthWest) pedestrian-agents are eventually being told to go East, is because this enables
them to avoid possible obstacles in the way.

Especially crossings (at roads) where pedestrian-agents also have to wait for red traffic
lights, can cause a lot of congestion in the crowd. Batty et al. (2002) solved this problem
by bringing in „barriers‟ so that pedestrian-agents would have to reroute.
In this model, rerouting of crowds is assured by giving different cell-directions to different
locations („cell-direction-zones‟) in the walkway area.
As an example, a traffic light situation can be given: When a traffic light is red,
pedestrian-agents normally line up next to-, and behind each other. However, when they
have to go too many cells aside (for the lineup), they will enter a new cell-direction-zone,
where the cells will give the pedestrian-agent directions to move towards another
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crossing. This way it is assured that crowds of (queuing) pedestrian-agents will not get
too big.

3.2.3 Agents
Speed
Because speeds of walking spectators don‟t deviate that much, it is decided that
pedestrian-agents all walk in the same pace, with 1 patch per tick.

Route decision
A pedestrian-agent will base its path-direction always on the information given by its
surrounding cells, and not on the cell that it is currently standing on. This has to do with
the variety of cell-direction-zones at different locations in the walkway area. A
pedestrian-agent might for example want to go North-West for a while because it has to
cross a street, but from there on it might want to change its direction into West-South.

After having consulted the possibilities given by the cells around it, a pedestrian-agent
will always decide for itself to which specific cell it moves. If, for example, all of the
possible cells to visit are occupied by obstacles, then a pedestrian-agent will not move at
all.

3.3 Obstacles
Obstacles is a name for everything that prevents agents from moving towards another
cell into the desirable direction. Obstacles can be present in two ways: Other agents
which already occupy a cell, or cell-states which (for the moment) do not allow (certain)
agents to visit. Obstacles in the model mostly occur out of interaction among agents
(car-agents with pedestrian-agents and car- and pedestrian-agents with each other).

3.3.1 Real world
Red traffic lights, and cars are in the real world obstacles just as they are in the model.
In the real world it sometimes is possible to move around an obstacle, for example by
passing two persons through the middle. This means that obstacles which are present
can sometimes be dodged.
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3.3.2 Environment
Traffic lights
The status of cells is changing constantly. The status of all the cells on a crossing is for
example dependent on the color of the traffic lights on the sides of that crossing. When a
traffic light is set red for pedestrian-agents, then all the cells on the crossing get a value
so that they form obstacles for pedestrian-agents.
On the other hand, when the same traffic lights are set green for pedestrian-agents, then
the cells will form obstacles for car-agents.
By yellow traffic-lights all agents will stop, unless they are not able to do so anymore.

Parking lots
Obstacles can also be formed deliberate to make car-agents slow down. The cell on the
road next to the entrance of a parking lot, can be set as an obstacle for car-agents, in
order to make cars slow down for that obstacle (and thus for the parking lot). When the
parking lot is full, the cell status of the obstacle changes into a non-obstacle cell status.

3.3.3 Agents
Car-agents and pedestrian-agents form obstacles for themselves and for each other. A
cell can be occupied by one agent at the time, which means that the cells are given the
status obstacle, as soon as they are being visited by an agent.

3.4 Transferring zones
Transferring zones represent the locations where different transportation means (carand pedestrian- agents) „change‟ their status. This is the case by parking lots (where
car-agents park and pedestrian-agents sprout, and by the stadium where pedestrianagents find their destination.

3.4.1 Real world
In the real world, transferring zones are often crowded areas. Train stations, and also
parking lots, have lots of people moving around them.

3.4.2 Environment
Parking lots
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When a new car-agent has entered the parking lot, the cell where the car-agent is
standing on will „inform‟ a (specific) cell outside the parking lot to create 1 new
pedestrian-agent. This 1 pedestrian-agent will represent the whole group of people
(carpoolers) that were present in that car-agent (since a car-agent fills up one cell, and a
group of carpooling pedestrian-agents is expected to fill up the same space).

Stadium
When a pedestrian-agent (group of carpoolers) enters the stadium (the first cell after the
„entrance‟), a random number (between 1 and 6) will decide the exact amount of persons
for which the group stands. This (random) number will be added to the total stadium
attendance. Pedestrian-agents can keep entering the stadium until the maximum
capacity is reached.

3.4.3 Agents
Parking lots
When a car-agent is standing in front of the parking lot, and there still is space available,
then it will automatically move to a cell within the parking lot.
As a reaction 1 pedestrian (see above) will be created on a cell outside the parking lot.

Stadium
When a pedestrian-agent is standing in front of the stadium, and there still is space
available, then it will automatically move to a cell within the stadium.
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4 Implementation
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter it will be discussed how the different actions which were proposed in the
methodology chapter actually will be implemented in NetLogo. The (most important)
loops which were created with the algorithms in NetLogo are presented in figures, with
guided textual explanations. The implementation chapter consists of 4 sections: The
modeling of the car-agents, pedestrian-agents, obstacles (other than car- and
pedestrian-agents), and transferring zones.

4.2 Car-agents
The way that car-agents find their way, and that they come to their speed, will be
explained in the following section.

4.2.1 Speed
Before the actual speed of a car-agent is determined, it has first to be decided how many
cells the car-agent theoretically could move forward until confronting an „obstacle‟.
This is done by making a loop in the algorithm in which the car-agent each time makes a
(theoretical) step forward. It will keep doing that until it confronts an obstacle (see figure
2).

Fig. 2: Set possible speed car-agents

The actual „possible-speed‟ (the speed that the car-agent could theoretically move
forward) will be reported and sent to the next loop. In this loop the actual speed of the
car-agent will be decided (as can be seen in the next figure (fig. 3)).
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Fig. 3: Decide speed car-agents

The loop will keep repeating itself until a final speed („report speed‟) is reached. This
speed will be reported, and the car-agent will move the amount of cells as it is ordered to
do.

4.2.2 Route decision
When the speed of a car-agent is decided and there are no obstacles in its way (see
above section: speed), it can start moving forward. However, it still needs to follow its
route, which means that it has to check each time before it visits a new cell, where the
next cell of its route is located.
In figure 4 (below) it is shown how a car-agent follows its route. „Route-car‟ represents
the route that the car-agent is following. Thus it asks if the next cell (to the North for
example) represents the same route as the route that the car-agent is following. It is also
important to note that car-agents do not turn back into the direction where they just came
from. That is why it is also asked what the current heading of the car-agent is.
„Moved-cells‟ represents the amount of cells that the car-agent has actually moved, and
„speed‟ is related to figure 4, and represents the total amount of cells that a car-agent
moves forward until reaching its maximum-speed, or facing an obstacle.
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Fig. 4: Route decision car-agents

„Choose-direction‟ cells are located at intersections where car-agents can choose in
which direction they continue.
The „choose-direction‟ cell bases its value (as can be seen in the figure below) on the
amount of car-agents counted in the upcoming road segment.
If this amount is higher than „traffic-jam‟ (which represents a manually given value for
the least amount of car-agents which have to be present in the counted road segment),
then „change-direction‟ will get value 1. Otherwise it will get value 0 (see figure below).
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Fig. 5: Change direction car-agents

The figure below (fig. 6) shows how a car-agent makes a decision on whether to reroute
or not.
Road segments count the total amount of car-agents on their segment per tick. When
this number exceeds the (manually) set minimum value „minimum-amount-cars‟, than it
will be informed to the „change-direction‟ cell which car-agents visit before they enter the
new road segment.
When this „change-direction‟ = 1, it means that the V/C ratio exceeds the (manually) set
minimum („minimum-amount-cars‟).
Accordingly, a random-number between 0 and „traffic-jam‟ (real amount of car-agents on
the road segment) is set. The higher the (real) „traffic-jam‟, the bigger the chance that
this number exceeds the „minimum-amount-cars‟ number.

Car-agents will reroute for another parking lot when their randomly chosen number is
bigger than the „minimum-amount-cars‟ number (see figure 6).
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Fig. 6: decision on rerouting car-agents

4.3 Pedestrian-agents
Pedestrian-agents initially have the value „direction‟, which tells into which direction the
pedestrian-agents has been going until that moment. Before they move, pedestrianagents decide their new direction, which is done by setting „direction-now‟ (figure 7). This
new direction is decided by looking at the cells around the pedestrian-agent, in order of
its current „direction‟. For example: If the pedestrian-agent has been following the
direction „North-West‟ (its direction is thus North-West), it will first look at the neighboring
cell to the North. If this cell also has the value N-W, then the pedestrian-agent will takes
this new direction over. Accordingly, „direction-now‟ becomes N-W. If the neighboring
cell to the North has the value W-N, then the pedestrian-agent will take over this
direction, and „direction-now‟ becomes thus W-N.
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Fig. 7: Set direction-now pedestrian-agents

The new direction („direction-now‟) in which the pedestrian-agent will go is now decided,
so now the agent can start making a decision on which specific cell it wants to visit.
The figure below (fig. 8) shows how the pedestrian-agent makes its choice, based on the
assumption that it is still following the „North-West‟ direction.
For this N-W direction, there are 3 possible cells that can be visited (in a specific order of
preference). If there is an obstacle on the cell to the north, than the pedestrian-agent will
try to go to the west. The agent will try to move to the east, if going to the west also is
impossible. If there are obstacles on all those 3 cells, than the pedestrian-agent will not
move at all, and wait for the next tick.
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Fig. 8: Route decision pedestrian-agents

4.4 Obstacles
Agents cannot pass cells which form (or occupy) an obstacle. The way that obstacles
are implemented, is presented below (entrances of parking lots, which can also form
obstacles, are presented in section 4.4 transferring zones).

4.4.1 General
Obstacles can be (other) mobile-agents, but also cells can form obstacles. Cells that are
an obstacle at one moment, can change into „no obstacle‟ the next moment (i.e.: traffic
lights, or entrances at parking lots). For this reason cells are asked every tick what their
status is. Cells can have four different statuses regarding being an obstacle. They can
be no-obstacle (0), an obstacle for only cars (1), an obstacle for only pedestrians (2), or
an obstacle for both (3), (see figure 9).
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Fig. 9: Cell status concerning obstacles

Agents can easily anticipate their cell-visiting-behavior, by giving cells an obstacle
status. I.e.: Cells on pedestrian-crossings have obstacle value 1, when the traffic light for
car-agents is set red; The obstacle value will be 2 when the light for car-agents is green,
and the obstacle value will be 3 when the traffic-light is orange.

4.4.2 Traffic-lights
The central cell at each intersection is called „initial-traffic-light‟ before running the model,
and „traffic light‟ while running the model.
This cell gives (in all situations) orders to its surrounding cells on (switching) their colors.
The “X” in figure 10 represents the „initial-traffic-light‟/ „traffic-light‟ cell.

Fig. 10: Intersection as presented in model
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I.e.: In the case of the above figure, „initial-traffic-light‟/ „traffic-light‟ has given orders to
the cell at (2,1) (X = 2, Y = 1 from the viewpoint of „traffic light‟) to set its color green.
It has given likewise orders to the other 3 traffic-lights in the figure.
The user has to decide before running the model, whether he/ she wants to set „greenwave‟ true or false (See: Results, parameters).
When „green-wave; is set true, initial setups of traffic lights will be the same on all
intersections (red colors for the traffic lights in north- and south-directions, and green
colors for traffic lights in west- and east-directions) (see figure 10).
When „green-wave‟ is set false, initial traffic light settings might deviate.

Fig. 11: Initial traffic light settings

When all the initial traffic light settings are set, the model can be run. When the model
starts running, the status of the center cell (i.e. the “X” in figure 10) changes from „initialtraffic-light‟ to „traffic-light‟.
Users of the model can manually set „green-length‟ and „yellow-length‟, which represent
the amount of ticks that traffic lights stay the same color. I.e.: When the user decides to
set „green-length‟ = 5, then traffic lights will remain green for 5 ticks.
Traffic lights will first be asked to stay green up to their „green-length‟ (see figure 12).
Next, they are asked to become and stay yellow, up to their „yellow-length‟. Eventually
they become red, and thus are not involved in the loop anymore until they become green
again (see figure 12).
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Fig. 12: Changing colors traffic lights

4.5 Transferring zones
The actions that take place in (and around) transferring zones will be discussed below.

4.5.1 New car-agents
On the 3 cells (roads) where new car-agents enter the model, a random number
between 0 and the „frequency of incoming cars‟ is given each tick. (The „frequency of
incoming cars‟ is different per time period. For detailed information see: „frequency of
incoming cars‟ in the results chapter). When the random number is bigger than the
„relative frequency‟ (manually set number between 0 and 100), a car-agent is created.
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Fig. 13: Create car-agents

4.5.2 Stadium
Pedestrian-agents in front of a stadium gate will move into the stadium. For each new
pedestrian-agent, a random breed of 1 up till 6 pedestrian-agents will be made on
another cell in the stadium. These pedestrian-agents will be added to the total amount of
visitors inside the stadium.

Fig. 14: Pedestrian-agents enter stadium

4.5.3 parking lots
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When a car-agent is standing on the cell in front of the parking lot, the cell asks to the
parking lot counter how many car-agents are parked in it. If this amount is below the
maximum capacity, then the car-agent will move into the parking lot (see figure 15).

Fig. 15: Car-agents enter parking lot
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5 Results
5.1 Introduction
A sensitivity analysis will be conducted in order to get insight in the behavior (and the
reaction) of the model. The outcomes of different test variables will be evaluated, in
order to find out how sensitive the model is to changes in parameter settings. These test
variables are: The mean speeds of car-agents, average travel times for car-agents, and
average travel times for pedestrian-agents. The outcomes of the test variables will, per
parameter, be compared with each other under different parameter settings.
I.e.: When a parameter would be „speed‟, then it will be tested how the outcomes of „testvariables‟ change under different speeds („parameter-settings‟). Thus the mean speeds
of car-agents, with a speed limit of 50 km/h, will be compared with the mean speeds of
car-agents with a speed limit of 60 km/h. Different runs will be executed in which the
speed of car-agents is constantly raised a little bit. The changing outcomes in testvariables under different „parameter-settings‟ (changing speeds) will be investigated.
The different test variables and parameters (settings), and the reason why these specific
test variables and parameters (settings) were chosen, will be more elaborately
discussed first. Non-tested parameters which are present but will not be tested, will also
be mentioned. After that, a pilot study will be given which presents the (outcome of the)
eventual model, and eventually the results of the sensitivity analysis will be presented.

5.2 Test variables
There are three test variables which are going to be tested under different parameter
settings, as it was said in the introduction: The average travel times (of car- and
pedestrian-agents), and the mean speeds of cars.
In this section it will be explained why these specific test variables were chosen, and
how the testing will be executed.

To find out how much time car-agents need to get to the parking lots, the average travel
times of car-agents (towards their parking lots) have to be measured. The average travel
time of car-agents therefore says something about travel „delays‟, which can be caused
by congestion, but also by rerouting car-agents towards another parking lot.
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Car-agents in the model come from different directions, and will end up in different
parking lots. When many car-agents reroute for a parking lot further away, then the
average travel time of car-agents will automatically be higher.
In order to be sure that travel delays of car-agents are caused by congestion, the mean
speeds of car-agents will be measured as well.

5.2.1 Average travel times
Average travel times of pedestrian-agents will be measured to find out about delays for
pedestrian-agent traffic. Average travel times of pedestrian-agents will be compared to
the average travel times of car-agents. This way it can be investigated how these 2
transport means influence each other, and in which way. (I.e.: When different outcomes
show consistent changes, it can be expected that there is a relation and that they
influence each other).

The average travel times of car-agents will be measured from the moment that they
enter the model until the moment that they park in the parking lot. This average traveling
time will be measured in the amount of ticks that a car-agent has traveled.
The duration of travel for pedestrian-agents beholds the time (amount of ticks) that they
„get out of the parking lot‟ until the moment that they enter the stadium.

5.2.2 Mean speeds
The mean speeds of car-agents is decided by keeping track of each car-agent from the
moment that it enters the model until it parks in a parking lot. The amount of ticks that a
car-agent is in transit will be divided by the distance (amount of cells) that it travels. This
way, the (average) amount of „traveled‟ cells per tick can be measured. Car-agents enter
the model at different locations, and they have the opportunity to park their car at three
different parking lots. The amount of cells towards each parking lot (from each entrance)
is represented in the table below (table 2).
Table 2: Amount of cells from origin to destination of car-agents
Car entrance Parking A Parking B Parking C
1

78

118

224
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2

58

98

204

3

38

78

184

When the mean speeds of all the separate car-agents are known, the average mean
speed (of all car-agents together) can be calculated.

5.3 Parameters
Different parameter settings will be tested for different parameters. In the section below,
the different parameter settings will be explained for each parameter. Different
parameters are: green wave, pedestrians walking through red, sensitivity of cars, speed,
amount of incoming cars, and green length.
Each parameter has „initial settings‟ on which parameters are always set before the start
of a run.
It will be mentioned eventually for each parameter how many scenario‟s will be run (runs
under different parameter settings).

5.3.1 Green-wave
When a green-wave scenario is set true, all intersections will initially have the same setup of green and red lights (i.e. the traffic lights on the North and South sides of all the
intersections are red, and the traffic lights on the West and East are green).
When it is set false, all traffic-lights function separately by themselves.
The green-wave will initially be set false. This is also based on reality where the „greenwaves‟ are rare.
2 scenario‟s will be run. One in which the green-wave is set true, the other one in which
it is set false.

5.3.2 Walk-by-red
When walk-by-red is set true, pedestrian-agents will use crossings anytime, even when
the lights for them are set red. When walk-by-red is set false, pedestrian-agents will wait
until they have a green light to walk.
In the normal situation, pedestrian-agents will follow traffic rules and will not walk
through red-lights. Thus walk-by-red will initially be set false.
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2 scenario‟s will be run. One in which „walk-by-red‟ is set true, the other one in which it
is set false.

5.3.3 Congestion
This represents the (minimum) amount of car-agents that need to be present on a road
segment towards parking lot A. If the manually set number is higher than the real
amount of car-agents on this road segment, than car-agents (who are about to enter that
road segment) are given the opportunity to reroute. Each car-agent will eventually make
this decision by itself.
The (manually set) value will initially be set at 5 car-agents. The road to parking lot A is
not only a crowded road because of the car-agents, but also because of the pedestrianagents that need to cross here on their way to the stadium. Thus, even though parking
lot A might seem the closest parking lot, it can take a lot of time to get to the stadium
because cars need to wait for pedestrian-agents and pedestrian-agents need to wait for
car-agents.
The road to parking lot B is a lot more empty, there are no pedestrian-agents crossing.
For the pedestrian-agents who walk to the stadium from this parking lot, the distance is
longer, but the congestion will again be less.
5 scenario‟s will be run. The minimal congestions in different runs will be 5, 10, 15, 20,
and 25 cars.

5.3.4 Speed
It is important how the speed of car-agents relate to the speed of pedestrian-agents,
which means that the amount of cells that car-agents can move per tick, has to be
equivalent to the amount of cells that pedestrian-agents move. If car-agents can move
up to 12 cells per tick, then they move 12 times as fast as pedestrian-agents who move
a constant of 1 cell per tick. If we assume that stadium visitors walk by 6 km/h, it would
mean that car-agents move up to around 70 km/h which is (a) normal (maximum) for
inner city car traffic.

Speed represent the maximum speed that car-agents can reach per tick. Initial settings
are set at 6 cells per tick. Speed limits will, in 6 different runs, be set on a maximum of:
2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 cells per tick (the highest speed-limit of 12 cells per tick equals
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almost 70 km/h in reality). Acceleration and deceleration are constant values. Maximum
acceleration will be set at 3 cells, and maximum deceleration at 6 cells per tick.

5.3.5 Frequency of incoming cars
The frequency of incoming car-agents will deviate along the time span. At the moment
that the model starts running (90 minutes before the start of the event) it will be
respectively quiet. From this point, the amount of traffic will build up to its peak 30
minutes before the match. This will stay like this for 15 minutes. From that point on the
amount of incoming cars starts decreasing (rapidly) again.
The frequency of incoming cars will initially be set on „60‟ (the maximum is 100 and the
lowest is 0). How much this really is can be seen in the table below (table 3) where the
„ranges‟ per timeframe are given (in the „frequency of incoming cars‟ column).
Out of each „range‟, a random number is chosen. Cars will enter the model when this
number is lower than the set value in the beginning (in this case „60‟). Cars will not enter
when the random number is bigger than the set value.
Table 3: Frequencies of incoming cars by different moments in time

Ticks

Frequency of incoming cars

0-300

Low

(300)

301-600

Normal

(200)

601-750

Very high

751-850

High

(150)

851-1000

Low

(300)

(75)

Frequency of incoming cars will in 5 different runs be set at: 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100.
Green/yellow-length of traffic lights
The length that traffic lights stay green and yellow are initially set at respectively 20 ticks
and 5 ticks. Green length will in 5 different runs be set at: 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 ticks.
Yellow lengths always stay the same.

5.4 Non-tested parameters
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The following parameters will not be tested because it is not expected that changing
their settings would be influential on the outcomes of the test variables. However, it is
important to mention them since they can be of influence on the behavior of the agents.

5.4.1 Parking lot capacity
The basic settings for parking lots will be that, at the end of the run, at least one parking
lot is full, so that cars need to reroute for another parking lot further away. This is related
to reality where visitors who come late have to park their car further away from the
stadium.
Parking lot A and B have a capacity for 350 persons, parking lot C has a capacity for 500
persons.

5.4.2 Stadium capacity
Stadium capacity will be set at infinitely high, because all persons in the model should be
able to enter the stadium.

5.5 Pilot study
There are three locations (roads) where car-agents enter the model. From these
„entrances‟, car-agents will move towards one of the three parking-lots. In a normal
situation they will move to the parking lot which is both closest to reach for them, as it is
also the closest parking lot from the stadium. When roads towards this parking lot get
too congested (or this parking lot is already full), car-agents will reroute the second
closest parking lot. If the road towards this parking lot is also too congested (or the
parking lot is already full), then car-agents will reroute towards the third parking lot,
which lies furthest away from the stadium.

Each parameter setting of each parameter will be run for 1200 ticks (120 minutes, or 2
hours) (Each tick in the model stands for 6 seconds in real time, which means that every
10 ticks represent one minute). The first car-agents will enter the model 90 minutes
before the start of the game, and the last car-agents will enter the model when the game
is already 10 minutes underway. For the last 200 ticks (20 minutes) that the model runs,
the car- and pedestrian-agents which already entered the model, have the chance to
follow their ways towards their destination.
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Each parameter setting will be run 10 times. This means that, when for example the
reaction of the model to different speeds (of car-agents) is tested, the model will be run
10 times per speed, for 5 different speeds (in total 50 times). Accordingly (per parameter
setting), the average values of the test variables (of those 10 runs) will be used and
presented as results.

Fig. 16: Screenshot of model

The screenshot shows a simulation of the model (after 143 ticks). The blue lines
represent roads, the grey areas represent walkway areas for pedestrian-agents. The
black and white striped areas represent pedestrian-agent crossings, in front of the traffic
lights. The brown, white, and (light) grey squares represent parking lots, and the red
„box‟ in the center represents the stadium. At the figure above (fig. 16), car-agents are
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travelling towards the brown parking lot, and pedestrian-agents (hard to see), move
towards the stadium.

5.6 Results
Results are presented in this section. For each particular parameter, the outcomes of the
3 test variables are presented in graphs. Short descriptions of the results in the graphs
are also given.

5.6.1 Green-wave

Fig. 17: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 18: cells per tick for origin to destination

The fact that car-agents need a bit more travel time and that the average speed of caragents is a bit lower when the green-wave scenario is set false, is probably caused by
the fact that car-agents have to stop more often when all traffic-lights are randomly set
green or red, instead of having the same colors at the same time. That pedestrianagents are not influenced that much can be explained by the fact that they only
sporadically conquer traffic lights.

5.6.2 Walk-by-red
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Fig. 19: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 20: cells per tick for origin to destination

When pedestrian-agents keep walking at red traffic-lights (walk-by-red = true), the
average travel time for pedestrian-agents decrease. Car-agents now need to wait more
often for crossing pedestrians, and therefore their average travel times are higher
(compared to walk-by-red = false). This also causes their lower mean speeds.

5.6.3 Congestion

Fig. 21: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 22: cells per tick for origin to destination
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The extremely high travel times for car-agents by congestion = 0 can be caused by the
fact that all car-agents will immediately (from the beginning) reroute for parking lot B,
which makes that this parking lot will be full very quick. When this happens, car-agents
will re-reroute towards parking lot C, which lies a lot further away. This makes it
reasonable that the travel times of car-agents increase a lot while mean speeds stay
„normal‟.
Pedestrian-agents seemed to be affected by car-agents by congestion = 0. This could
be explained by the line-up of car-agents at traffic lights. When car-agents are waiting for
a red traffic-light, they just line-up on the street behind that traffic light. Pedestrianagents who want to cross a street at this time, can possibly be blocked by those lined-up
car-agents.
A growing congestion value makes car-agents spread more proportionally to different
parking lots, instead of that all car-agents queue for the same parking lot. This also
explains the overall slow decrease in mean speeds for car-agents.
It is hard to explain the high peaks of values at mean speeds = 5 and 10. The most
plausible explanation is that car-agents are blocked somewhere so that they cannot
normally proceed anymore.

5.6.4 Speed

Fig. 23: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 24: cells per tick for origin to destination
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Average travel times of pedestrian-agents seem to be influenced by changes in the
speeds of car-agents (except by speed = 2). Busy car-agent traffic could lead to lined up
car-agents at traffic lights, „through‟ which pedestrian-agents cannot pass anymore.
The little increase in average travel time (and decrease of mean speed) for car-agents
by speed = 10 is a bit hard to explain. Especially because the average travel time
decreases again by speed = 12.

5.6.5 Frequency of incoming cars

Fig. 25: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 26: cells per tick for origin to destination

More car-agents that enter the model, leads to more congestion for both car- and
pedestrian-agents. Car-agents need to wait for each other, but also for the higher
numbers of crossing pedestrian-agents (who on their turn need to wait for car-agents
lined-up at traffic lights).
The reason why the mean speeds of car-agents in the end not really decrease anymore,
can be explained by the fact that the increasing amount of car-agents are now moving
more towards parking lot C.

5.6.6 Green length
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Fig. 27: Ticks origin to destination

Fig. 28: cells per tick for origin to destination

It was expected that the green length parameter would especially affect the averageand mean-travel-times of car-agents. Car-agents need some time for acceleration and
deceleration, and it could therefore be expected that it would work in their advantage
when the green length values would extend.
Small fluctuations in average travel times are present for both car- and pedestrianagents. Among those fluctuations it is for both agent types hard to find a consistent line.
Fluctuations are also relatively small among the different green length values for mean
speeds of car-agents. It is hard to explain these results. However, it can be noticed that
all of the fluctuations among different green length values are (compared to other
parameters results) relatively small. It can thus be noticed that changing green length
values do not really affect the traffic behavior that much, which also means that
acceleration- and deceleration-times of car-agents do not seem to influence their
average travel times.
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6 Discussion
With the outcomes of the results chapter, it has become possible to get better insight in
the use of the used methods concerning the behavior of car- and pedestrian-agents, and
the interaction of those 2 with each other.

In the methodology chapter it was, decided that car-agents would follow certain routes
(or reroutes) in order to get to the parking lot which would be (supposedly) fastest
reachable. This used method was based on the research of Chunquan et al. (2008).
Thereby would car-agents accelerate up to a certain speed-limit, and decelerate down to
zero.
The results of the green length parameter showed that acceleration and deceleration of
car-agents did not seem to have an effect on the average travel times and mean speeds.
This could have been caused by the fact that agents in the model always make their
loops „after‟ each other: In reality, when one car is pulling up, then the next one can
immediately react to that. In the model, all car-agents go through their „loops‟ within the
same tick (fragment of time), which means that no time is „lost‟ on waiting for each other
to pull up.
Bringing in more „details‟ in the algorithms of the model would be a way to solve this
problem. The current algorithms could for example be extended in that car-agents would
need to leave at least 1 cell of space free in between each other.
For simulating the pedestrian-agents a „new‟ method was used, in which the cells more
or less „guided‟ the pedestrian-agents towards their destination. A result of this was that
pedestrian-agents would always take similar routes towards the stadium, and that only
the crossing section (at roads) seemed to be of influence on the outcome of average
travel times for pedestrian-agents. In this, pedestrian-agents sometimes seemed highly
influenced by car-agents. In the speed- and frequency of incoming cars-parameters for
example, can it be noticed how average travel times of car- and pedestrian agents
constantly changed consistent with each other. This is striking since the speed- and
frequency of incoming cars-parameters only directly influence car-agents. It is therefore
expected that car-agents influence pedestrian-agents when these are crossing streets.
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When car-agents stand still in front of a traffic light, they block the way for crossing
pedestrian-agents, who accordingly cannot cross the street anymore. The fact that the
model uses cells which can only be occupied by one agent at the time, can therefore be
seen as a drawback. As a result, pedestrian-agents cannot slip in between 2 car-agents
when crossing a street. However, a problem like this can also be solved in the script by
not allowing car-agents anymore to stand still on certain cells, so that pedestrian-agents
could still cross. The way that Batty et al. (2002) solved this issue, (by bringing in
barriers so that agents would reroute), could also be a solution. However, it must be
stated that pedestrian-agents in that case would have come to another crossing where
they probably had conquered the same problem.

It can thus be stated that there was a clear interaction between car- and pedestrianagents. Car-agents influenced pedestrian-agents when standing still in front of a traffic
light, and pedestrian-agents influenced car-agents when they kept walking through red
traffic lights. A way to let car- and pedestrian-agents avoid each other better, could
maybe have been achieved by using the method of Godara et al. (2007), who gave their
agents „visions‟ with which they could see approaching agents come up from a distance
so that they could possibly react to this ahead of time.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
The main objective of the research was to find out about the possibilities of using Agentbased models for the location decision for a new stadium. Four research questions were
set up for helping to answer this main objective, in which the first 2 were related to the
model-setup, and the last 2 to the actual usability of the model.
The implemented methods were partly build on previous researches, and partly on newly
found methods. The eventual model was designed to present a fully „working‟
transportation system in which car- and pedestrian-agents would move within the same
space towards their own destinations.

The model more or less functioned as it was proposed in the methods section. The
algorithms for car-agents gave them the opportunity to guide themselves to one of the
three available parking lots, based on upcoming congestion on a road segment. The
algorithms for pedestrian-agents made them take the shortest path towards the stadium.
The question that can be raised now is how plausible it is that these algorithms would be
used for a real case simulation.

The test results showed the consistency of the model under most parameter settings.
Unexpected behaviour of agents occurred under a few settings, but it was decided that
those barriers were mostly caused by incomplete algorithms, which could (simply) be
adapted or extended.
However, the current model may function well the way it is, but it is hard to get a good
grip on test results if they cannot be somehow compared to reality. It can thus be
questioned how reliable the outcomes of the sensitivity analysis really are. The
discussed results were compared to expectations, not on research which was based on
real traffic flows. Validation is therefore needed in order to get a more reliable view on
the way that the algorithms of the model can be used for realistically representing traffic
flows around a possible stadium location.

Besides that can it be questioned if the reality is not a lot more complicated then the
different elements of the model behold. Emotional states of people for example, play
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especially in crowd behavior a big role in the decision making process. These emotional
states were completely left out of the simulation model.

As long as no validation is done, is it hard to conclude about the possibilities of using
Agent-based models for the location decision of a new stadium. This explorative
research opened the doors into a new field. Algorithms of (interacting) car- and
pedestrian-agents were developed. Future researches can build upon this research by
using the methods and further develop the model.

7.2 Recommendations
Hints for future research
Pedestrian-agents followed directions given to the cells which they visited, which made
them follow the shortest path towards the stadium. This made the behaviour of those
pedestrian-agents in some way very predictable (except for when it would get very
crowded, and pedestrian-agents would end up on cells which gave other directions). The
used methods could be linked on different emotional states of pedestrian-agents (so that
they for example would decide to cross streets at random locations as soon as that they
would get in a hurry). This way, pedestrian-agent behaviour could more be perceived as
crowd behaviour, but at the same time would all pedestrian-agents keep their own
unique behaviours as well.
Car-agents, just as pedestrian-agents, did not have any „personal input‟ in their
behaviour. They followed pre-set speed-limits and routes, and rerouted if there was
congestion coming up. However, their emotional states were not influencing any of this.
It could be suggested that car-agents as well get several emotional states. This way, a
car-agent could for example decide to adapt its speed depending on the time that it still
has in order to be in time for the event.

Practical application
In this research a simulation model was developed, in which different transport means
traveled towards one destination (this can be a stadium, but also a concert hall or an
event). It has showed that it is possible to model those groups together, that they can
have all their own behavior within their own space, and that interaction is also possible.
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It was said earlier that it is currently hard to say to which extend the developed
algorithms are useful for tracking possible congestion points and bottlenecks in the traffic
behaviour of cars and pedestrians around a (possible) stadium location. However, the
question can also be raised how important it is for, let‟s say decision makers, to have a
completely realistic simulation model.

It is assumed that decision makers can benefit from the model, if the algorithms are
implemented on their own specific case (with the algorithms of this research, a map of a
real city area can be taken, in which the those algorithms can be implemented). Big
loopholes in existing infrastructures could easily be detected. Simulations might not
always be completely realistic (yet), but they will give at least an indication of certain ongoing processes. Decision makers will get a better understanding of the importance of
location regarding the surrounding infrastructures, and might, even by presenting them a
simply functioning model, be made more aware of the global functioning of those
infrastructures.
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9 Appendices
Script NetLogo
breed [autos]
breed [persons]
globals
[
intersections1 intersections2 intersections3 intersections4
roads1 roads2 roads3 roads4 roads5 roads6 roads7 roads8
roads
parkinglotA parkinglotB parkinglotC
; Parking lots
stadium
; Stadium
route1 route2 route3 route4
; Routes to parking lot A
reroute1 reroute2 reroute3 reroute4
; Reroutes to parking lot B
amount-persons-stadium amount-cars-road freq-incoming-cars amount-cars-parkA amount-cars-parkB amount-cars-parkC
; PLOTS: The amount of persons in the stadium, plotted in time of arrival
total-travel-time-all
;total-travel-time to different parking lots
time-travel-A time-travel-B time-travel-C
; transfer tussen parking en voetgangers
total-car-travel1 total-car-travel11 total-car-travel21
; Pedestrian travel time:
time-travel-ped-A time-travel-ped-B time-travel-ped-C time-travel-ped-D
time-travel-ped-E time-travel-ped-F time-travel-ped-G time-travel-ped-H
time-travel-ped-I time-travel-ped-J time-travel-ped-K time-travel-ped-L
total-pedestrian-travel1 total-pedestrian-travel11 total-pedestrian-travel21 total-pedestrian-travel31 ; Total pedestrian travel time when entering stadium
total-pedestrian-travel41 total-pedestrian-travel51 total-pedestrian-travel61 total-pedestrian-travel71 ; Total pedestrian travel time when entering
stadium
total-pedestrian-travel81 total-pedestrian-travel91 total-pedestrian-travel101 total-pedestrian-travel111 ; Total pedestrian travel time when entering
stadium
total-travel-time total-travel-time-A total-travel-time-B total-travel-time-C
]
turtles-own
[
speed
route-car
reroute-car
travel-time-car
total-car-travel total-car-travel10 total-car-travel20
; Pedestrian travel time:
travel-time-pedestrian
total-pedestrian-travel total-pedestrian-travel10 total-pedestrian-travel20 total-pedestrian-travel30
total-pedestrian-travel40 total-pedestrian-travel50 total-pedestrian-travel60 total-pedestrian-travel70
total-pedestrian-travel80 total-pedestrian-travel90 total-pedestrian-travel100 total-pedestrian-travel110
transfer
]
patches-own
[intersection?1 intersection?2 intersection?3 intersection?4
initial-traffic-light green-light-up?
center traffic-jam?
parkingspace?A parkingspace?B parkingspace?C
stadium?W Stadium?N Stadium?E Stadium?S
roads?1 roads?2 roads?3 roads?4 roads?5 roads?6 roads?7 roads?8
route?1 route?2 route?3 route?4
; routes of cars
reroute?1 reroute?2 reroute?3 reroute?4
; rerouting by traffic-jam
; Pedestrians:
pavement1 halt
; Changing direction by queue:
change-direction
]
;; SETUP 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
; --------------------------------------------------; SOORT TABLE OF CONTENTS > GEBRUIKEN OM DINGEN TERUG TE VINDEN!!!!!
to setup
; General
ca
set-default-shape autos "car"
set-default-shape persons "person"
setup-globals ; plotting procedure
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; Meta-data (initial settings)
ask patches [setup-patches]
; Creation (built environment + cars (architecture))
ask patches [create-roads] ; (create sidewalks/ roads/ intersections/ parking lots)!!
; Change (settings)
setup-intersections
setup-roads
setup-parkinglot
setup-route
setup-plots
ask patches [setup-pavement]
; Traffic lights
initial-switch
;import-pcolors "F:/2011Thesis_jan2011A/Netlogo/netlogo_31dec/parkinglot.jpg" ; Import image
end
; ---------------------------------------------------to setup-globals
set amount-persons-stadium 0
set amount-cars-road 0
set freq-incoming-cars 0
set amount-cars-parkA 0
set amount-cars-parkB 0
set amount-cars-parkC 0
set total-travel-time-all 0
set total-travel-time-A 0
set total-travel-time-B 0
set total-travel-time-C 0
end
to setup-patches
; Intersection?
set intersection?1 false
set intersection?2 false
set intersection?3 false
set intersection?4 false
; Volg pad:
set roads1 false set roads2 false set roads3 false set roads4 false
set roads5 false set roads6 false set roads7 false set roads8 false
; parkeerplaats
set parkingspace?A false
set parkingspace?B false
set parkingspace?C false
; stadion/ stadium
set stadium?W false
set stadium?N false
set stadium?E false
set stadium?S false
; routes naar parkeerplaats
set route?1 false
set route?2 false
set route?3 false
set route?4 false
; reroute naar andere parkeerplaats
set reroute?1 false
set reroute?2 false
set reroute?3 false
set reroute?4 false
;set reroute?C1 false
end
; **************************************************************
; INITIAL SETUP SETTINGS
; Stoplichten een random beginkleur geven:
to setup-intersections
;ask intersections1
;[set intersection?1 true
; set initial-traffic-light random Green-wave?_1Yes_2No
; ifelse initial-traffic-light = 1 [set green-light-up? true] [set green-light-up? false]
; set center 10
; ]
ask intersections2
[set intersection?2 true
set initial-traffic-light random Green-wave?_1Yes_2No
ifelse initial-traffic-light = 1 [set green-light-up? true] [set green-light-up? false]
; set center 10
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]
ask intersections3
[set intersection?3 true
set initial-traffic-light random Green-wave?_1Yes_2No
ifelse initial-traffic-light = 1 [set green-light-up? true] [set green-light-up? false]
; set center 10
]
ask intersections4
[set intersection?4 true
set initial-traffic-light random Green-wave?_1Yes_2No
ifelse initial-traffic-light = 1 [set green-light-up? true] [set green-light-up? false]
; set center 10
]
end
; -----------------------------------------------------------------------------; SETUP-ROADS
to setup-roads
ask roads1
[set roads?1 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads2
[set roads?2 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads3
[set roads?3 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads4
[set roads?4 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads5
[set roads?5 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads6
[set roads?6 true set pcolor blue]
ask roads7
[set roads?7 true set pcolor blue]
;ask roads8
;[set roads?8 true set pcolor blue]
end
; ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------; Eerste switch stoplichten:
to initial-switch
; ask intersections1
; [if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
;[set green-light-up? (true)
; create-initial-stoplights]]
;if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
; [ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
;[ set pcolor yellow ]]
ask intersections2
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[;set green-light-up? (true)
create-initial-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
ask intersections3
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[;set green-light-up? (true)
create-initial-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
ask intersections4
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[;set green-light-up? (true)
create-initial-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
end
; ------------------------------------------------------------------------; Eerste creatie stoplichten:
to create-initial-stoplights
ifelse initial-traffic-light = 1
[ ask patch-at -2 -1 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at 2 1 [set pcolor red]
; ask patch-at 2 -1 [set pcolor red]
; ask patch-at -2 1 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at 1 -2 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at -1 2 [set pcolor green]
;ask patch-at -1 -2 [set pcolor green]
;ask patch-at 1 2 [set pcolor green]
]
[
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ask patch-at -2 -1 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at 2 1 [set pcolor green]
; ask patch-at 2 -1 [set pcolor green]
; ask patch-at -2 1 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at 1 -2 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at -1 2 [set pcolor red]
; ask patch-at -1 -2 [set pcolor red]
; ask patch-at 1 2 [set pcolor red]
]
end
to setup-parkinglot
ask parkinglotA [set pcolor grey + 2]
ask parkinglotB [set pcolor brown]
ask parkinglotC [set pcolor white]
ask stadium [set pcolor red]
end
to setup-route
ask route1 [set route?1 true]
ask route2 [set route?2 true]
ask route3 [set route?3 true]
ask route4 [set route?4 true]
; setup-reroute
ask reroute1 [set reroute?1 true]
ask reroute2 [set reroute?2 true]
ask reroute3 [set reroute?3 true]
ask reroute4 [set reroute?4 true]
;ask rerouteC1 [set reroute?C1 true]
end
; SETUP-PAVEMENT/ Walking-paths
to setup-pavement
; North-West
if ((pxcor >= 32) and (pxcor <= 34) and (pycor >= -23) and (pycor <= -12))
or ((pxcor = 32) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
or ((pxcor >= 32) and (pxcor <= 34) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pcolor != red) and (pxcor >= 0) and (pxcor <= 8) and
(pycor <= 0) and (pycor >= -8))
or ((pcolor != brown) and (pxcor >= 12) and (pxcor <= 40) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 8))
[set pavement1 "NW"]
; South-East
If ((pxcor >= -28) and (pxcor <= -12) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 0))
or ((pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -9) and (pycor = -8))
or ((pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -9) and (pycor = 0))
or ((pxcor != red) and (pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= 0) and (pycor >= 0) and (pycor <= 8))
[set pavement1 "SE"]
; West-North
if ((pxcor >= 35) and (pxcor <= max-pxcor) and (pycor >= -23) and (pycor <= -21))
;or ((pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= 31) and (pycor = -12))
or ((pxcor >= 12) and (pxcor <= 28) and (pycor >= -17) and (pycor <= -12))
or ((pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= 8) and (pycor >= -17) and (pycor <= -12))
or ((pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 31) and (pycor = 8))
;or ((pcolor != brown) and (pxcor >= 12) and (pxcor <= 40) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 11) and (pycor = -8))
;or ((pcolor != red) and (pxcor >= 0) and (pxcor <= 8) and
; (pycor <= 0) and (pycor >= -8))
or ((pxcor = 12) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
or ((pxcor >= 0) and (pxcor <= 31) and (pycor = -8))
or ((pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= 31) and (pycor = -28))
or ((pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= 8) and (pycor >= -27) and (pycor <= -12))
or ((pxcor = 8) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= 0))
; Verbreeding bij het oversteken kruispunten:
or ((pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 11) and (pycor >= -15) and (pycor <= -12))
or ((pxcor >= 5) and (pxcor <= 8) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
or ((pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 11) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= -5))
or ((pxcor >= 12) and (pxcor <= 15) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
[set pavement1 "WN"]
if ((pxcor = -8) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
or ((pcolor != red) and (pxcor <= 0) and (pxcor >= -8) and
(pycor <= 0) and (pycor >= -8))
or ((pxcor >= min-pxcor) and (pxcor <= -32) and (pycor >= 1) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= -28) and (pxcor <= -12) and (pycor >= 1) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -9) and (pycor = 8))
; vanuit parkeerplaats 3:
or ((pcolor != white) and (pxcor >= min-pxcor) and (pxcor <= -32) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -29) and (pycor >= 5) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= -11) and (pxcor <= -9) and (pycor >= 5) and (pycor <= 8))
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or ((pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -29) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= -5))
or ((pxcor >= -28) and (pxcor <= -12) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= -11) and (pxcor <= -9) and (pycor >= -8) and (pycor <= -5))
; Verbreeding bij het oversteken kruispunten:
or ((pxcor >= -8) and (pxcor <= -5) and (pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9))
[set pavement1 "NE"]
if ((pcolor != red) and (pxcor >= 0) and (pxcor <= 8) and
(pycor >= 0) and (pycor <= 8))
or ((pxcor >= 32) and (pxcor <= 35) and (pycor >= -28) and (pycor <= -24))
or ((pxcor >= 32) and (pxcor <= max-pxcor) and (pycor >= -28) and (pycor <= -26))
or ((pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 11) and (pycor >= 5) and (pycor <= 8))
[set pavement1 "WS"]
; KLEUR VAN DE ZEBRAPADEN:
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[
ask patch-at -1 -3 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -1 -4 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -1 -5 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 0 -3 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 0 -4 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 0 -5 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 1 -3 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 1 -4 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 1 -5 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -1 3 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -1 4 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -1 5 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 0 3 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 0 4 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 0 5 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 1 3 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 1 4 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 1 5 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -3 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -4 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -5 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -3 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at -4 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at -5 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at -3 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -4 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at -5 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 3 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 4 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 5 -1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 3 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 4 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 5 0 [set pcolor white]
ask patch-at 3 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 4 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
ask patch-at 5 1 [set pcolor black + 1]
]
; KLEUR VAN DE STOEP (alle patches die nog geen kleur hebben)
if pcolor = black [set pcolor grey]
end
; *************************************************************************************************
; ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE CREATION
to create-roads
; --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------; ROADS
; north-south
set roads1 patches with [(pxcor >= -31) and (pxcor <= -29)]
set roads2 patches with [(pxcor >= -11) and (pxcor <= -9)]
set roads3 patches with [(pxcor >= 9) and (pxcor <= 11)]
set roads4 patches with [(pxcor >= 41) and (pxcor <= 43)]
; west-east
set roads5 patches with [(pycor >= -31) and (pycor <= -29)]
set roads6 patches with [(pycor >= -11) and (pycor <= -9)]
set roads7 patches with [(pycor >= 9) and (pycor <= 11) ]
; -----------------------------------; INTERSECTIONS
set intersections2 patches with
[ (pxcor = -30) and (pycor = 10) or (pxcor = -10) and (pycor = 10) or
(pxcor = 10) and (pycor = 10) or (pxcor = 42) and (pycor = 10)]
set intersections3 patches with
[(pxcor = -30) and (pycor = -10) or (pxcor = -10) and (pycor = -10) or
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(pxcor = 10) and (pycor = -10) or (pxcor = 42) and (pycor = -10)]
set intersections4 patches with
[ (pxcor = -30) and (pycor = -30) or (pxcor = -10) and (pycor = -30) or
(pxcor = 10) and (pycor = -30) or (pxcor = 42) and (pycor = -30)]

; PARKINGLOTS
set parkinglotA patches with [(pxcor >= 15 and pxcor <= 20 and pycor >= -17 and pycor <= -12)]
set parkinglotB patches with [(pxcor >= 35 and pxcor <= 40 and pycor >= 3 and pycor <= 8)]
set parkinglotC patches with [(pxcor >= -50 and pxcor <= -45 and pycor >= -8 and pycor <= -3)]
; STADIUM
set stadium patches with [(pxcor >= -4 and pxcor <= 4 and pycor >= -3 and pycor <= 3)]
; ROUTES
set route4 patches with [(pxcor = 31 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= -12) or (pxcor >= 31 and pxcor <= max-pxcor and pycor = -11)]
set route3 patches with [(pxcor = 11 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= -12) or (pxcor >= 11 and pxcor <= max-pxcor and pycor = -11)
or (pxcor >= -8 and pxcor <= max-pxcor and pycor = -29)]
set route2 patches with [(pxcor = -9 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= -12) or (pxcor >= -9 and pxcor <= max-pxcor and pycor = -11)]
set route1 patches with [(pxcor = -29 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= -12) or (pxcor >= -29 and pxcor <= max-pxcor and pycor = -11)]
set reroute1 patches with [(pxcor = -29 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= 8) or (pxcor >= -29 and pxcor <= 40 and pycor = 9)
or (pxcor = 41 and pycor >= -8 and pycor <= 9) or (pxcor <= 41 and pxcor >= min-pxcor and pycor = -9)]
set reroute2 patches with [(pxcor = -9 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= 8) or (pxcor >= -9 and pxcor <= 40 and pycor = 9)
or (pxcor = 41 and pycor >= -8 and pycor <= 9) or (pxcor <= 41 and pxcor >= min-pxcor and pycor = -9)]
set reroute3 patches with [(pxcor = 11 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= 8) or (pxcor >= 11 and pxcor <= 40 and pycor = 9)
or (pxcor = 41 and pycor >= -8 and pycor <= 9) or (pxcor <= 41 and pxcor >= min-pxcor and pycor = -9)]
set reroute4 patches with [(pxcor >= min-pxcor) and (pxcor <= max-pxcor) and (pycor = -9)]

;set traffic-jam?
ask patches with [(pxcor = -29 and pycor = -11) or (pxcor = -9 and pycor = -11) or (pxcor = 11 and pycor = -11)] [set traffic-jam? 1]
ask patches with [(pxcor = 11 and pycor = -29)] [set traffic-jam? 2]
ask patches with [(pxcor = -9 and pycor = -29)] [set traffic-jam? 3]
end
; ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------; CARS (TO GO)
to create-cars ; (ask autos >> GO)
; ROUTE 1 --------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------if ticks <= 300 [if (random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -29 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -29
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 1
]]]
if ticks > 300 and ticks <= 600 [if (random-float 200 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -29 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -29
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 1
]]]
if ticks > 600 and ticks <= 750 [if (random-float 75 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -29 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -29
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 1
]]]
if ticks > 750 and ticks <= 850 [if (random-float 150 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -29 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -29
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 1
]]]
if ticks > 850 and ticks <= 1000 [if (random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -29 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -29
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
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set route-car 1
]]]
; ROUTE 2 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------if ticks <= 300 [if(random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -9 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -9
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 2
]]]
if ticks > 300 and ticks <= 600 [if(random-float 200 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -9 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -9
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 2
]]]
if ticks > 600 and ticks <= 750 [if(random-float 75 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -9 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -9
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 2
]]]
if ticks > 750 and ticks <= 850 [if(random-float 150 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -9 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -9
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 2
]]]
if ticks > 850 and ticks <= 1000 [if(random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch -9 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor -9
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 2
]]]
; ROUTE 3 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------if ticks <= 300 [if (random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch 11 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor 11
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 3
]]]
if ticks > 300 and ticks <= 600 [if (random-float 200 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch 11 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor 11
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 3
]]]
if ticks > 600 and ticks <= 750 [if (random-float 75 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch 11 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor 11
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 3
]]]
if ticks > 750 and ticks <= 850 [if (random-float 150 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch 11 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor 11
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
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set route-car 3
]]]
if ticks > 850 and ticks <= 1000 [if (random-float 300 < freq-north) and not any? autos-on patch 11 min-pycor
[create-autos 1
[set xcor 11
set ycor min-pycor
set heading 0
set color yellow
set speed min (list no-obstacles)
set route-car 3
]]]
end
to create-pedestrians
if any? autos-on patch 15 -17 [create-persons 1 ;+ random-float 3 ; Make sure there is at least one person coming out of the car, with a (random) max
of 4 persons
[
set heading 0
set xcor 14
set ycor -12
set size 0.4
set transfer 1
;set travel-time-pedestrian 0
]]
if any? autos-on patch 35 3 [create-persons 1 ;+ random-float 3
[
set heading 0
set xcor 40
set ycor 2
set size 0.4
set transfer 2
;set travel-time-pedestrian 0
]]
if any? autos-on patch -50 -8 [create-persons 1 ;+ random-float 3
[
set heading 0
set xcor -45
set ycor -2
set size 0.4
set transfer 3
; set travel-time-pedestrian 0
]]
; CREATE STADIUM ATTENDANCE!!
if any? persons-on patch -1 0 [create-persons 1 + random-float 5]
end
; -----------------------------------------------------------; PLOTTING procedure
to setup-plots
set-current-plot "stadium-attendance"
set-plot-y-range 0 stadium_capacity ; De y-as is zo groot (maximum) als de maximale capaciteit voor het stadion.
; dus als er maar 1000 mensen in het stadion kunnen, dan is dat ook de limiet van de y-as.
plot amount-persons-stadium
set-current-plot "Cars standing still"
plot amount-cars-road
set-current-plot "Frequency incoming cars"
plot freq-incoming-cars
set-current-plot "Cars in park A"
set-plot-y-range 0 parking_lot_capacity_A
plot amount-cars-ParkA
set-current-plot "Cars in park B"
set-plot-y-range 0 parking_lot_capacity_B
plot amount-cars-ParkB
set-current-plot "Cars in park C"
set-plot-y-range 0 parking_lot_capacity_C
plot amount-cars-ParkC
set-current-plot "Total travel time ALL"
plot total-travel-time-all
set-current-plot "Total travel time A"
plot total-travel-time-A
set-current-plot "Total travel time B"
plot total-travel-time-B
set-current-plot "Total travel time C"
plot total-travel-time-C
end
; **********************************************************************************************
; GO 33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 GO
to go
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if ticks = 1200 [stop]
; plotting procedure:
set amount-persons-stadium 0 ; Plot stadium-attendance
set amount-cars-road 0 ; plot Traffic jam
set freq-incoming-cars 0
set amount-cars-ParkA 0 ; Plot amount of cars that enters Parkinglot A in time
set amount-cars-ParkB 0
set amount-cars-ParkC 0
set total-travel-time-all 0
set total-travel-time-A 0
set total-travel-time-B 0
set total-travel-time-C 0
; Parking the car in the parking lot
ask patches [park_car_var]
ask autos [park_car] ; ask autos park car, move to different patch
ask persons [enter_stadium]
; Create : Belangrijk dat pedestrians dezelfde tick worden gemaakt als dat autos parkeren! (voor transfer)
create-pedestrians
create-cars
record-data ; Plotting procedure
ask patches [change-heading]
; Travel time
ask autos [travel-time-cars]
ask autos [totalcartravel]
ask persons [move-pedestrians] ; Belangrijk! Deze voor: ask persons [totalpedestriantravel]
ask persons [travel-time-pedestrians]
ask persons [totalpedestriantravel]
; Move
ask autos [move]
; Traffic light switch (cars)
switch2
switch3
switch4
; Traffic light switch (pedestrians)
ask patches [switch-pedestrians]
;; update the plots with the new information from this pass thru the procedure
do-plotting
tick
end
; TRAVEL - TIME ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report travel-time
let n 0
if ((pxcor = 15) and (pycor = -17)) [set n n + 1] ; Parking A
if ((pxcor = 35) and (pycor = 3)) [set n n + 2] ; Parking B
if ((pxcor = -50) and (pycor = -8)) [set n n + 3] ; Parking C
;or ((pxcor = 16) and (pycor = -17)) or ((pxcor = 36) and (pycor = 3)) or ((pxcor = -49) and (pycor = -8))
report n
end
to travel-time-cars
let cartravel travel-time
if cartravel = 0 [set travel-time-car travel-time-car + 1]
if cartravel = 1 [set time-travel-A travel-time-car]
if cartravel = 2 [set time-travel-B travel-time-car]
if cartravel = 3 [set time-travel-C travel-time-car]
end
to totalcartravel
set total-car-travel total-car-travel = 0
if ((pxcor = 15) and (pycor = -17))
[set total-car-travel travel-time-car]
if total-car-travel != false
[set total-car-travel1 total-car-travel]
if total-car-travel = true
[set total-car-travel1 0]
set total-car-travel10 total-car-travel10 = 0
if ((pxcor = 35) and (pycor = 3))
[set total-car-travel10 travel-time-car]
if total-car-travel10 != false
[set total-car-travel11 total-car-travel10]
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if total-car-travel10 = true
[set total-car-travel11 0]
set total-car-travel20 total-car-travel20 = 0
if ((pxcor = -50) and (pycor = -8))
[set total-car-travel20 travel-time-car]
if total-car-travel20 != false
[set total-car-travel21 total-car-travel20]
if total-car-travel20 = true
[set total-car-travel21 0]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report travel-time2
let n 0
if (pxcor = -5 and pycor = -1)[set n n + 1]
if (pxcor = -5 and pycor = 0) [set n n + 2]
if (pxcor = -5 and pycor = 1) [set n n + 3]
if (pxcor = -1 and pycor = 4) [set n n + 4]
if (pxcor = 0 and pycor = 4) [set n n + 5]
if (pxcor = 1 and pycor = 4) [set n n + 6]
if (pxcor = 5 and pycor = -1) [set n n + 7]
if (pxcor = 5 and pycor = 0) [set n n + 8]
if (pxcor = 5 and pycor = 1) [set n n + 9]
if (pxcor = -1 and pycor = -4) [set n n + 10]
if (pxcor = 0 and pycor = -4) [set n n + 11]
if (pxcor = 1 and pycor = -4) [set n n + 12]
report n
end
to travel-time-pedestrians
let pedestriantravel travel-time2
if pedestriantravel = 0 [set travel-time-pedestrian travel-time-pedestrian + 1]
if pedestriantravel = 1 [set time-travel-ped-A travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 2 [set time-travel-ped-B travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 3 [set time-travel-ped-C travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 4 [set time-travel-ped-D travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 5 [set time-travel-ped-E travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 6 [set time-travel-ped-F travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 7 [set time-travel-ped-G travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 8 [set time-travel-ped-H travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 9 [set time-travel-ped-I travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 10 [set time-travel-ped-J travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 11 [set time-travel-ped-K travel-time-pedestrian]
if pedestriantravel = 12 [set time-travel-ped-L travel-time-pedestrian]
end
to totalpedestriantravel
set total-pedestrian-travel total-pedestrian-travel = 0
if ((pxcor = -5) and (pycor = -1))
[set total-pedestrian-travel travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel1 total-pedestrian-travel]
if total-pedestrian-travel = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel1 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel10 total-pedestrian-travel10 = 0
if ((pxcor = -5) and (pycor = 0))
[set total-pedestrian-travel10 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel10 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel11 total-pedestrian-travel10]
if total-pedestrian-travel10 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel11 0]
;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel20 total-pedestrian-travel20 = 0
if ((pxcor = -5) and (pycor = 1))
[set total-pedestrian-travel20 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel20 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel21 total-pedestrian-travel20]
if total-pedestrian-travel20 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel21 0]
;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel30 total-pedestrian-travel30 = 0
if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = 4))
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[set total-pedestrian-travel30 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel30 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel31 total-pedestrian-travel30]
if total-pedestrian-travel30 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel31 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel40 total-pedestrian-travel40 = 0
if ((pxcor = 0) and (pycor = 4))
[set total-pedestrian-travel40 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel40 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel41 total-pedestrian-travel40]
if total-pedestrian-travel40 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel41 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel50 total-pedestrian-travel50 = 0
if ((pxcor = 1) and (pycor = 4))
[set total-pedestrian-travel50 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel50 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel51 total-pedestrian-travel50]
if total-pedestrian-travel50 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel51 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel60 total-pedestrian-travel60 = 0
if ((pxcor = 5) and (pycor = -1))
[set total-pedestrian-travel60 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel60 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel61 total-pedestrian-travel60]
if total-pedestrian-travel60 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel61 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel70 total-pedestrian-travel70 = 0
if ((pxcor = 5) and (pycor = 0))
[set total-pedestrian-travel70 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel70 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel71 total-pedestrian-travel70]
if total-pedestrian-travel70 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel71 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel80 total-pedestrian-travel80 = 0
if ((pxcor = 5) and (pycor = 1))
[set total-pedestrian-travel80 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel80 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel81 total-pedestrian-travel80]
if total-pedestrian-travel80 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel81 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel90 total-pedestrian-travel90 = 0
if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = -4))
[set total-pedestrian-travel90 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel90 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel91 total-pedestrian-travel90]
if total-pedestrian-travel90 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel91 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel100 total-pedestrian-travel100 = 0
if ((pxcor = 0) and (pycor = -4))
[set total-pedestrian-travel100 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel100 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel101 total-pedestrian-travel100]
if total-pedestrian-travel100 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel101 0]
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set total-pedestrian-travel110 total-pedestrian-travel110 = 0
if ((pxcor = 1) and (pycor = -4))
[set total-pedestrian-travel110 travel-time-pedestrian]
if total-pedestrian-travel110 != false
[set total-pedestrian-travel111 total-pedestrian-travel110]
if total-pedestrian-travel110 = true
[set total-pedestrian-travel111 0]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; PARK CAR
to park_car_var
; Parkinglot A
ifelse (count autos with [pcolor = grey + 2]) < parking_lot_capacity_A
and (pxcor = 20) and (pycor = -11)
[set parkingspace?A true] [set parkingspace?A false]
; ParkinglotB
ifelse (count autos with [pcolor = brown]) < parking_lot_capacity_B
and (pxcor = 40) and (pycor = 9)
[set parkingspace?B true] [set parkingspace?B false]
; ParkinglotC
ifelse (count autos with [pcolor = white]) < parking_lot_capacity_C
and (pxcor = -46) and (pycor = -9)
[set parkingspace?C true] [set parkingspace?C false]
end
to park_car
; PARKING LOT A
; Move to parkinglot
if (pxcor = 15 and pycor = -17) [move-to patch-at 1 0 set color blue] ; BELANGRIJK dat deze statement voor de volgende komt, want dan voert ie deze
uit bij de volgende tick!
if ((count autos with [pcolor = grey + 2]) < parking_lot_capacity_A)
and (pxcor = 19 and pycor = -11)
[move-to patch 15 -17 set color grey + 2
set route-car 0 set reroute-car 0]
; PARKING LOT B
if (pxcor = 35 and pycor = 3) [move-to patch-at 1 0 set color blue] ; BELANGRIJK dat deze statement voor de volgende komt, want dan voert ie
deze uit bij de volgende tick!
if ((count autos with [pcolor = brown]) < parking_lot_capacity_B)
and (pxcor = 39 and pycor = 9)
[move-to patch 35 3 set color grey + 2
set route-car 0 set reroute-car 0]
; PARKING LOT C
if (pxcor = -50 and pycor = -8) [move-to patch-at 1 0 set color blue] ; BELANGRIJK dat deze statement voor de volgende komt, want dan voert ie deze
uit bij de volgende tick!
if ((count autos with [pcolor = white]) < parking_lot_capacity_C)
and (pxcor = -45 and pycor = -9)
[move-to patch -50 -8 set color grey + 2
set route-car 0 set reroute-car 0]
; MOVE TO ANOTHER PATCH AT THE END OF THE WORLD
if (pxcor = max-pxcor and pycor = -11) [move-to patch 50 -9 set heading 270
set route-car 3 set reroute-car 0]
end
to enter_stadium
; Create stadioum attendance / persons within stadium
if (pxcor = -1 and pycor = 0) [move-to patch-at 1 0]
if ((pxcor = -5 and pycor = -1) or (pxcor = -5 and pycor = 0) or (pxcor = -5 and pycor = 1)
or (pxcor = -1 and pycor = 4) or (pxcor = 0 and pycor = 4) or (pxcor = 1 and pycor = 4)
or (pxcor = 5 and pycor = -1) or (pxcor = 5 and pycor = 0) or (pxcor = 5 and pycor = 1)
or (pxcor = -1 and pycor = -4) or (pxcor = 0 and pycor = -4) or (pxcor = 1 and pycor = -4))
and ((count persons-on patch 0 0) < stadium_capacity)
[
move-to patch -1 0 set color red]
end
; -------------------------------------------------------; SWITH TRAFFIC LIGHT
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to switch2
ask intersections2
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[set green-light-up? (not green-light-up?)
create-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
end
to switch3
ask intersections3
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[set green-light-up? (not green-light-up?)
create-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
end
to switch4
ask intersections4
[if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) = 0
[set green-light-up? (not green-light-up?)
create-stoplights]]
if ticks mod (green-length + yellow-length) > green-length
[ ask patches with [pcolor = green]
[ set pcolor yellow ]]
end
; ----------------------------------------------------------------------; CREATE TRAFFIC LIGHT (als gevolg van SWITCH)
to create-stoplights
ifelse green-light-up? = true
[ ask patch-at -2 -1 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at 2 1 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at 1 -2 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at -1 2 [set pcolor green]
]
[
ask patch-at -2 -1 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at 2 1 [set pcolor green]
ask patch-at 1 -2 [set pcolor red]
ask patch-at -1 2 [set pcolor red]
]
end
; -------------------------------------------to switch-pedestrians ; Halt by traffic-lights
ifelse walk-by-red?_0No_1Yes = 0
; if it is 0: (Pedestrians stop by a red traffic light for them)
[if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if ([pcolor] of patch-at -1 2 = green)
[set center 1]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if ([pcolor] of patch-at -1 2 = yellow) or ([pcolor] of patch-at -2 -1 = yellow)
[set center 2]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if ([pcolor] of patch-at -1 2 = red) and ([pcolor] of patch-at -2 -1 != yellow)
[set center 3]]]
; If it is 1: (Pedestrians cross the street no matter what the traffic light color is)
[if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[set center 4]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if center = 1
[ask (patch-at 1 -2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 0 -2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -1 -2) [set halt 1]
; Zuid-oost naar West:
ask (patch-at 1 -3) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 -4) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 -5) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -1 2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 0 2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 2) [set halt 1]
; Noord-oost naar West:
ask (patch-at 1 3) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 4) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 5) [set halt 1]
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ask (patch-at -2 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 1) [set halt 0]
; Zuid-West naar Noord:
ask (patch-at -3 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -4 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -5 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 1) [set halt 0]
; Zuid-Oost naar Noord:
ask (patch-at 3 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 4 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 5 -1) [set halt 0]]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if center = 2
[ask (patch-at 1 -2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 0 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -1 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -3) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 -4) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 -5) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -1 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 0 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 2) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 3) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 4) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 1 5) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -2 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -3 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -4 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -5 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 3 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 4 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 5 -1) [set halt 1]]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if center = 3
[ask (patch-at 1 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 0 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -1 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -3) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -4) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -5) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -1 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 0 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 3) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 4) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 5) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -2 0) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -2 1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -3 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -4 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at -5 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 2 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 2 0) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 2 1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 3 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 4 -1) [set halt 1]
ask (patch-at 5 -1) [set halt 1]]]
if (intersection?1 = true) or (intersection?2 = true) or (intersection?3 = true) or (intersection?4 = true)
[if center = 4
[ask (patch-at 1 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 0 -2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -1 -2) [set halt 0]
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ask (patch-at 1 -3) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -4) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 -5) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -1 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 0 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 2) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 3) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 4) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 1 5) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -2 1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -3 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -4 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at -5 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 0) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 2 1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 3 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 4 -1) [set halt 0]
ask (patch-at 5 -1) [set halt 0]]]
end
; 3.2 MOVE CAR
to move
; begin van 'to move'..
let movecar no-obstacles

; SPEED CAR (Speed up/ Brake down)
ifelse movecar > speed
; IF
[ if speed < speed-limit
[ set speed speed + min (list max-accel (movecar - 1 - speed)) ] ;; accelerate
if speed > speed-limit
[ set speed speed-limit ] ;; but don't speed
]
; ELSE
[ set speed speed - min (list max-brake (speed - (movecar - 1))) ;; brake
if speed < 0 [ set speed 0 ]
]
; if speed > direction [set speed direction]
repeat speed ;; je gaat vanaf hier alles wat er komt herhalen per patch, totdat de hoeveelheid patches van de speed zijn bereikt..
[if ([route?1] of patch-here = true) or ([route?2] of patch-here = true)
or ([route?3] of patch-here = true) or ([route?4] of patch-here = true)
or ([reroute?1] of patch-here = true) or ([reroute?2] of patch-here = true)
or ([reroute?3] of patch-here = true) or ([reroute?4] of patch-here = true)
;or (reroute?C1] of patch-here = true)
[choose-direction ; vertelt de auto een richting te kiezen, afhankelijk van het pad dat hij volgt
fd 1 ; als de richting gekozen is, zet hij 1 stap vooruit, en begint de loop weer opnieuw.
if not can-move? 1 [die]]] ; kijken of dit goed werkt > als alles stil staat op kruising > weg ermee!!
; DOEN!??
; Als een turtle aan het einde van de weg komt, dan verdwijnt ie..
;let endworld end-world
; if endworld = 2 [die]
end
; 'To-move' luistert alleen naar deze to-report (no-obstacles) voor tussentijdse veranderingen!!
to-report no-obstacles ; Een auto gaat elke stap 1 vooruit, tenzij er een obstabel voor hem ligt:
let n 1
repeat max-accel + speed
[if (not any? autos-on patch-ahead n)
and (not any? persons-on patch-ahead n)
and ([pcolor] of patch-ahead n != red)
and ([pcolor] of patch-ahead n != yellow)
and ([parkingspace?A] of patch-ahead n != true)
and ([parkingspace?B] of patch-ahead n != true)
and ([parkingspace?C] of patch-ahead n != true)
and (patch-ahead n != (pxcor = max-pxcor + 1 and pycor = -11))
and (n * dx + pxcor <= max-pxcor)
and (n * dy + pycor <= max-pycor)
and (n * dx + pxcor >= min-pxcor)
and (n * dy + pycor >= min-pycor)
[set n n + 1]
]
report n
end
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; ROUTE PATH CARS ---------------------------------------------------------to-report path-direction
let n 1
if route-car = 1
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if route?1 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if route?1 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if route?1 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if route?1 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to-report path-direction2
let n 1
if route-car = 2
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if route?2 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if route?2 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if route?2 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if route?2 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to-report path-direction3
let n 1
if route-car = 3
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if route?3 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if route?3 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if route?3 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if route?3[set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to-report path-direction4
let n 1
if route-car = 4
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if route?4 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if route?4 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if route?4 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if route?4 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
; REROUTING/ REROUTE PATH DIRECTION
to-report reroute-path-direction
let n 1
if reroute-car = 1
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if reroute?1 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if reroute?1 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if reroute?1 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if reroute?1 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to-report reroute-path-direction2
let n 1
if reroute-car = 2
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if reroute?2 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if reroute?2 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if reroute?2 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if reroute?2 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
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end
to-report reroute-path-direction3
let n 1
if reroute-car = 3
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if reroute?3 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if reroute?3 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if reroute?3 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if reroute?3 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to-report reroute-path-direction4
let n 1
if reroute-car = 4
[if heading != 270 ; zorg dat ze niet de richting in willen waar ze net vandaan komen
[ask patch-at 1 0 [if reroute?4 [set n n + 1]]]
if heading != 180
[ask patch-at 0 1 [if reroute?4 [set n n + 2]]]
if heading != 90
[ask patch-at -1 0 [if reroute?4 [set n n + 3]]]
if heading != 0
[ask patch-at 0 -1 [if reroute?4 [set n n + 4]]]
]
report n
end
to choose-direction ; ASK AUTOS! > Orders aan autos!
let telling tel-ling
if change-direction = 1
[if route-car = 1 [set route-car 0 set reroute-car 1]]
if change-direction = 1
[if route-car = 2 [set route-car 0 set reroute-car 2]]
if change-direction = 1
[if route-car = 3 [set route-car 0 set reroute-car 3]]
if change-direction = 1
[if route-car = 4 [set route-car 0 set reroute-car 4]]
let direction path-direction
let direction2 path-direction2
let direction3 path-direction3
let direction4 path-direction4
if direction = 2 or direction2 = 2
if direction = 3 or direction2 = 3
if direction = 4 or direction2 = 4
if direction = 5 or direction2 = 5
if direction3 = 2
if direction3 = 3
if direction3 = 4
if direction3 = 5

or direction4 = 2 [set heading 90]
or direction4 = 3 [set heading 0]
or direction4 = 4 [set heading 270]
or direction4 = 5 [set heading 180]

[set heading 90]
[set heading 0]
[set heading 270]
[set heading 180]

; Re-routing cars
let re-direction reroute-path-direction
let re-direction2 reroute-path-direction2
let re-direction3 reroute-path-direction3
let re-direction4 reroute-path-direction4
if re-direction = 2 or re-direction3 = 2 or re-direction4 = 2 [set heading 90]
if re-direction = 3 or re-direction3 = 3 or re-direction4 = 3 [set heading 0]
if re-direction = 4 or re-direction3 = 4 or re-direction4 = 4 [set heading 270]
if re-direction = 5 or re-direction3 = 5 or re-direction4 = 5 [set heading 180]
if re-direction2 = 2
if re-direction2 = 3
if re-direction2 = 4
if re-direction2 = 5

[set heading 90]
[set heading 0]
[set heading 270]
[set heading 180]

end
; -----------------------------------------------------------------------; PEDESTRIANS/ PAVEMENT/ SIDEWALK
to-report walkpath-SE ; Je wilt altijd naar het noorden.
; als er iemand voor je staat, ga je er links of rechtsom omheen
let n 41
if ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 -1 = "SE")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 -1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 -1)
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 -1 != 1)
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[set n n + 1]
if (n = 41)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 1 0 = "SE")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 1 0)
and ([halt] of patch-at 1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 2]
if (n = 41)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 1)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 1 = "SE")
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 1 != 1)
[set n n + 3]
if (n = 41)
and (pavement1 != "WN")
and (pavement1 != "NW")
[set n n + 4]
report n
end
to-report walkpath-NW ; Je wilt altijd naar het noorden.
; als er iemand voor je staat, ga je er links of rechtsom omheen
let n 11
if ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 1 = "NW")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 1)
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 1 != 1)
[set n n + 1]
if (n = 11)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at -1 0 = "NW")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at -1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at -1 0)
and ([halt] of patch-at -1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 2]
if (n = 11)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 1 0)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 1 0 = "NW")
and ([halt] of patch-at 1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 3]
if (n = 11)
and (pavement1 != "WN")
and (pavement1 != "NW")
[set n n + 4]
report n
end
to-report walkpath-WN ; Wilt naar het westen, gaat boven of onder om iemand heenf
let n 1
; Go West
if (n = 1)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at -1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at -1 0)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at -1 0 = "WN")
and ([halt] of patch-at -1 0 != 1)
and ([pcolor] of patch-at -1 0 != brown)
[set n n + 2]
; Go North
if (n = 1)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 1)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 1 = "WN")
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 1 != 1)
and ([pcolor] of patch-at 0 1 != brown)
[set n n + 3]
; Go South
if (n = 1)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 -1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 -1)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 -1 = "WN")
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 -1 != 1)
and ([pcolor] of patch-at 0 -1 != brown)
[set n n + 4]
if (n = 1)
and (pavement1 != "WN")
and (pavement1 != "NW")
[set n n + 5]
report n
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end
to-report walkpath-NE
let n 21
if ([pavement1] of patch-at 1 0 = "NE")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 1 0)
and ([halt] of patch-at 1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 1]
if (n = 21)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 1 = "NE")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 1)
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 1 != 1)
[set n n + 2]
if (n = 21)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at -1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at -1 0)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at -1 0 = "NE")
and ([halt] of patch-at -1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 3]
if (n = 21)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 -1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 -1)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 -1 = "NE")
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 -1 != 1)
[set n n + 4]
if (n = 21)
and (pavement1 != "WN")
and (pavement1 != "NW")
[set n n + 5]
report n
end
to-report walkpath-WS
let n 31
if ([pavement1] of (patch-at -1 0) = "WN")
and ([pavement1] of (patch-here) = "WS")
and ([halt] of patch-at -1 0 != 1)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at -1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at -1 0)
[set n n + 1]
if (n = 31)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at -1 0 = "WS")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at -1 0)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at -1 0)
and ([halt] of patch-at -1 0 != 1)
[set n n + 2]
if (n = 31)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 -1 = "WS")
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 -1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 -1)
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 -1 != 1)
[set n n + 3]
if (n = 31)
and (not any? persons-on patch-at 0 1)
and (not any? autos-on patch-at 0 1)
and ([pavement1] of patch-at 0 1 = "WS")
and ([halt] of patch-at 0 1 != 1)
[set n n + 4]
report n
end
; MOVE-PEDESTRIANS
to move-pedestrians
let path-WN walkpath-WN
if path-WN = 3 [set heading 270 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-WN = 4 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-WN = 5 [set heading 180 fd 1 set heading 0]
;if path-WN = 6 [set heading 180 fd 1 set heading 0]
;if path-WN = 5 [die]
let path-NW walkpath-NW
if path-NW = 12 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-NW = 13 [set heading 270 fd 1 set heading 0]
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if path-NW = 14 [set heading 90 fd 1 set heading 0]
; if path-NW = 15 [die]
let path-NE walkpath-NE
if path-NE = 22 [set heading 90 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-NE = 23 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-NE = 24 [set heading 270 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-NE = 25 [set heading 180 fd 1 set heading 0]
let path-WS walkpath-WS
;if path-WS = 32 [set heading 270 fd 2 set heading 0]
if path-WS = 33 [set heading 270 fd 1 set heading 0]
; if path-WS = 34 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-WS = 34 [set heading 180 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-WS = 35 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
let path-SE walkpath-SE
if path-SE = 42 [set heading 180 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-SE = 43 [set heading 90 fd 1 set heading 0]
if path-SE = 44 [set heading 0 fd 1 set heading 0]
; if path-SE = 15 [die]
; -----------------------------if (pcolor = blue) and (not can-move? 1) [die] ; Voetgangers die bij een rood licht midden op de weg staan gaan d'r aan!
if transfer = 1 [set transfer 11]
if transfer = 2 [set transfer 22]
if transfer = 3 [set transfer 33]
end
; -----------------------------------------------; 3.4
to-report end-world
let n 1
if (n * dx + pxcor > max-pxcor)
or (n * dy + pycor > max-pycor)
or (n * dx + pxcor < min-pxcor)
or (n * dy + pycor < min-pycor)
[set n n + 1]
report n
end
;; 5 REROUTING FOR TRAFFIC JAM :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
to-report tel-ling ; FILE OP HET LANGE, HORIZONTALE STUK WEST-OOST
; De hoeveelheid turtles op de weg 'XX' worden geteld
; De (turtle op) patch 'ZZ' wordt beinvloed door die uitkomst
; Op dit moment nemen de turtles bij de kruising linksboven een reroute, als op het traject
; weg vanaf 12, 29 (en verder naar rechts) er een file is...
let n 1
if traffic-jam? = 1
[ask patches with [ count autos-here = 1 ]
[if ((pxcor >= -28) and (pycor = -11)); XX
[set n n + 1]]]
report n
end
to-report tel-ling1 ; File bij route 3 (verticaal)
let n 1
if traffic-jam? = 2
[ask patches with [ count autos-here = 1 ]
[if ((pxcor = 11 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= 7)); XX
[set n n + 1]]]
report n
end
to-report tel-ling2 ; File bij route 3 (verticaal)
let n 1
if traffic-jam? = 3
[ask patches with [ count autos-here = 1 ]
[if ((pxcor = 11 and pycor >= min-pycor and pycor <= max-pycor)); XX
[set n n + 1]]]
report n
end
to change-heading
let telling tel-ling
if traffic-jam? = 1
[
ifelse random-float telling > congestion-for-parkinglot-A
[set change-direction 1]
[set change-direction 0]
]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; PLOTTING PROCEDURE ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; GO procedure (ask persons)
to record-data ; Keeps track of current stadium attendance for plots
ask persons [if (pxcor = 0 and pycor = 0) [set amount-persons-stadium amount-persons-stadium + 1]]
ask autos [if (speed = 0) and (color != grey + 2) [set amount-cars-road amount-cars-road + 1]]
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ask autos [if ((pxcor = -29 and pycor = min-pycor) or (pxcor = -9 and pycor = min-pycor) or (pxcor = 11 and pycor = min-pycor)) [set freq-incoming-cars
freq-incoming-cars + 1]]
ask autos [if (pxcor = 16 and pycor = -17) [set amount-cars-parkA amount-cars-parkA + 1]]
ask autos [if (pxcor = 36 and pycor = 3) [set amount-cars-parkB amount-cars-parkB + 1]]
ask autos [if (pxcor = -49 and pycor = -8) [set amount-cars-parkC amount-cars-parkC + 1]]
ask persons [if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = 0)) [set total-travel-time-all total-travel-time]]
ask persons [if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = 0)) [set total-travel-time-A total-travel-time-A]]
ask persons [if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = 0)) [set total-travel-time-B total-travel-time-B]]
ask persons [if ((pxcor = -1) and (pycor = 0)) [set total-travel-time-C total-travel-time-C]]
end
; ---------------------------------------------------; zie setup-plots (setup procedure)..
to do-plotting
plot-new-value "stadium-attendance" amount-persons-stadium
plot-new-value "Cars standing still" amount-cars-road
plot-new-value "Frequency incoming cars" freq-incoming-cars
plot-new-value "Cars in park A" amount-cars-parkA
plot-new-value "Cars in park B" amount-cars-parkB
plot-new-value "Cars in park C" amount-cars-parkC
plot-new-value "total travel time ALL" total-travel-time-all
plot-new-value "total travel time A" total-travel-time-A
plot-new-value "total travel time B" total-travel-time-B
plot-new-value "total travel time C" total-travel-time-C
end
to plot-new-value [name-of-plot value]
set-current-plot name-of-plot
plot value
end
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